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Abstract  

Sharing economy is showing the way for new possibilities when it comes to consumption. With 

the rapid growth of internet access and smartphones usages, sharing has transformed to a global 

movement with continuous development and opportunities. However, the most crucial barrier for 

sharing economy is the lack of trust in people. Although the literature on sharing economy and 

collaborative consumption is highly developed for this newly transformed phenomena, there are 

several areas that lack in research and understanding. What motivates people to participate in 

sharing activities, what kind of barriers that sharing economy is facing and most importantly, 

how trust is built in the context of sharing economy are all severely lacking in research and 

crucial for the further development of this alternative model of consumption. Furthermore, with 

the global expansion of sharing and its different services, there is a need to understand how 

different cultures and contexts affect this new act of sharing. The purpose of this research is to 

investigate how different types of trust-building processes are connected to individual’s 

willingness to participate in sharing economy. Specifically, this research looks into the sharing 

intention and the potential cultural differences linked to trust-building processes in the focused 

countries: Sweden and Vietnam. Secondly, the research also aims to understand what hinders 

participation intention of Swedes and Vietnamese in sharing economy and to identify these key 

factors. This study had adopted an exploratory purpose with a deductive research approach. In 

order to collect empirical data, an online-survey has been constructed and distributed through 

relevant channels and platforms.  

 

The authors of this study identified very weak and rather weak relationships between willingness 

to participate in sharing accommodation and the following processes of building trust via 

Calculation, Transference in the form of Benevolence, and Transference in the form of 

Institution in both target countries. A similar pattern was shown in sharing private transportation, 

but only Calculation-based trust and Transference-based trust in the form of Benevolence 

displayed their correlations to participation intention in sharing tangible goods. No correlations 

were found between Prediction-based trust and willingness to share accommodation and tangible 

goods. In addition, higher levels of correlation among these investigated factors was shown in 

Vietnam than in Sweden within all three sharing contexts. Furthermore, several barriers that 

hinders participation in sharing activities in the contexts of sharing; accommodation, private 

transportation and tangible goods have been identified; namely uncertainty of goods and property 

being taken care of, or compensated if broken by those shared with. Other barriers is the 

perceived idea that sharing is time consuming and complicated. Barriers were found strongest in 

the context of sharing tangible goods and among Vietnamese. Lastly, two dominant reasons to 

share could be identified in all three contexts in Sweden and Vietnam; shared costs and 

environment and sustainability. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Problem Statement 

Sharing economy is an emerging phenomenon that includes both economic and technological 

aspects. The combination of economic awareness among consumers and technology 

developments within IT, providing new platforms that enables online social communities has 

created a place where collaborative consumption can  grow and develop. It is showing the way 

for new possibilities when it comes to consumption (Botsman & Rogers, 2010; Wang & Zhang, 

2012). Sharing economy is also a business model that proves much enthusiasm in today’s society 

due to its expected sustainability impact. With a growing concern for climate change and an 

aspiration of better social integration, our societies emphasize collaborative consumption and 

sharing (Belk, 2014).  The core part of sharing economy, also called collaborative consumption 

is the peer-to-peer activity where individuals can share, give or obtain access do service or 

goods. This is a change of consumption patterns and combined with the current shift of power in 

the economic world, new upstart business are starting to change traditional industries (Heimans 

& Timms, 2014).  

 

Nonetheless, the context of sharing economy is challenged with several difficulties that can 

influence its sustainability. According to Ufford (2015), trust is the main factor that pushes this 

fast-growing economy and it’s trust that which allows someone to share car with a stranger or 

rent out their house or room in an apartment to someone they’ve never meet. It has also become 

clear that in order to be successful in the sharing economy, it now requires prioritising goals such 

as earning stakeholders trust, creating collaborative ecosystems as well as constructive 

engagement with regulators. A lack of trust can therefore result in invisible barriers that inhibits 

transactions (Buskens, 2002). Arrow (1974) considered trust as “an efficient lubricant to social 

exchange” (p.23) because it is an efficient way to reduce transaction costs (Williamson, 1993). 

 

According to a survey published by Pwc (2015) on sharing economy, 89% of consumer panelists 

agreed that the sharing economy marketplace is based on trust between providers and users, and 

69% said they would not trust a sharing economy company unless recommended by someone 

they personally trust. The sharing economy will continue to grow, but according to Lieberman 

and Srivastava (2016) it will be a smoother, faster development for businesses that increase trust 

in technology-enabled peer-to-peer (P2P) transactions. Hofman et al., (2017) believes that there 

is a strong need for trust in sharing economy platforms, which drives consumers to search for all 

available information in order to create an opinion whether a person or a company is trustworthy, 

where reviews, photos and reputation has a big impact. As sharing economy rapidly grows and 

establishes, increasing trust in the marketplace will consequently be essential for the tech-savvy, 
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highly-valued venture-capital-backed firms that gave birth to the sharing economy (Lieberman & 

Srivastava, 2016). 

 

The issues of trust in the sharing economy more specifically has recently grasphed a lot of 

attention, however researches on the emergence of trust in this context is currently lacking 

(Huurne et al., 2017). There is also a large gap in research on why consumers engage in 

collaborative consumption activites, even though this is a popular consumer behavior and a rapid 

growing business (Möhlmann, 2015; Tussyadiah, 2015). In addition, there is little knowledge 

available about how consumers view alternative models of consumption and even less known 

about consumer’s attitudes regarding renting, lending and sharing tangible goods (Gullstrand 

Edbring, 2015). Furthermore, it can be stated that there is a great need of increased research in 

the areas of the trust mechanism upon which the sharing economy is built, existing research have 

been conducted on reputation in e-commerce with valuable insights while in the areas of sharing 

economy they are still limited and formed with different rules and other consumer decision 

making processes (Ert et al., 2016). 

  

The cultural aspects when it comes to individual’s behavior and the act of sharing is another area 

that should be taken into consideration when studying the process of building trust in sharing 

economy. In fact, cultural norms and values, which "govern the actions of people toward one 

another" (Hill, 1997, p. 68), provide some indication on whether a given behavioral assumption 

is tenable. Some of the trust-building processes, therefore, may perform differently when trustors 

and trusted individuals are members of different cultures (Doney et al., 1998). In that sense, 

examining trust-building processes among individuals from different societies or cultures seems 

to be essential within the context of sharing economy, wherein people temporarily engage in 

collaborative system through virtual means of communication. 

1.2 Purpose and delimitations  

This research's purpose is to investigate how different types of trust-building processes are linked 

to individual’s willingness to participate in sharing economy. These correlations are also 

examined in different societies, which aims to recognize whether cultural differences and the 

strength of correlation coefficients among the investigated factors are or not related. Specifically, 

this research looks into the sharing intention and the potential cultural differences linked to trust-

building processes in the focused countries: Sweden and Vietnam. Secondly, the research also 

aims to understand what hinders participation among them not willing or interested to share and 

to identify these key factors. By identifying the key factors that hinders participation among 

those not willing or interested to share, opportunities to understand the fundamental reasons will 

be possible. With that knowledge the possibility to understand whether the hinders are 

changeable due to misperceptions and lacking communication that then can be modified and 

improved through the findings of this research.  
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This research is limited to two countries; Sweden and Vietnam. The choice of having Sweden 

and Vietnam as focused countries for this research were based upon the following criteria’s: 

significantly different in cultures, dynamic sharing activities, technology development, and the 

rising interests and demands for sharing services. Both countries have a high development usage 

and easy access to technology, enabling data gathering through online survey as well as ensuring 

the possibility of not limiting the participants to a narrow homogeny group (Nielsen, 2017; 

Internetstiftelsen i Sverige, 2018). Furthermore, both countries are also going through a rise of 

interest and need for sharing services. In Sweden there is a development in both housing for 

private use and transportation sharing while in Vietnam housing for tourist use and private 

transportation has grown strongly the last three years (Phuong & Van, 2018; TT, 2016). 

 

The idea to focus on two countries is based upon the interest to provide with a broader 

representation in regards of participants through online surveys. With the two chosen countries, 

far from each other both geographically as well as on psychic distance, this research will gain 

data with both depth and breadth providing the authors with opportunity to research on a larger 

spectrum. A broader research, with more countries, would require more time on the data 

gathering and analysing phase which would not be possible due to the limit of time and 

restriction of size for this thesis. Another aspect regarding limitation of focus countries to two is 

the limitation of the researcher’s knowledge of languages and network. Therefore, a broader 

research would be challenging and with a risk of lower quality due to language barriers and a 

narrow network that might not provide with a representative participation.  

 

In order to gain focused data, that has high validity (Fink, 2012), the survey was constructed so 

that sharing has been investigated within three contexts of sharing, limited to the following; 

accomodation, private transportation and tangible goods. In addition to ensure validity of this 

research, the structure of three contexts was a strategic choice in order to further explore specific 

aspects of sharing economy instead of conducting a generalised research. It is also in accordance 

with the statement that differences in a variety of sharing contexts can result in inconsistencies in 

research on the sharing economy and therefore need to be considered (Habibi, Kim, & Laroche, 

2016)  

1.3 Research Questions  

RQ1: Combining with elements of national culture, how do the four trust-building processes 

namely: Calculation, Prediction, Transference in the form of Benevolence, and Transference in 

the form of Institution, correlate with the willingness to participate in sharing economy in 

Sweden and Vietnam, particularly in the following contexts of sharing tangible assets? 

 

Sharing accommodation 

       Sharing private transportation 

Sharing tangible goods  
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RQ2: What are the influential factors that hinder people's interest and willingness to participate 

in the acts of sharing tangible assets in the two countries in the following groups? 

 

People have both awareness and usage experience in sharing economy 

  People have awareness but no usage experience in sharing economy 

People have no awareness and no usage experience in sharing economy 

2. Methodology  

2.1 Research Approach 

There are three different research approaches; deductive, inductive and abductive reasoning 

(Ketokivi & Maneter, 2010). Deductive has its roots in the natural sciences and involves the 

development of theory through existing literature which then is tested. It can be described as 

working from the more general to the more specific (Saunders et al., 2012).  Another explanation 

is that it starts with the development of theoretical and conceptual structure to data gathering in 

order to gain empirical findings to confirm or reject constructed hypothesis and or conceptual 

models and lastly revise theory (Gill & Johnson, 2002; Bryman & Bell, 2015). Inductive 

reasoning, with its origin and development in social science, refers to an approach focusing on 

the opposite, working from specific observations to a broader generalization of theories often 

with the result of new theories or models (Bryman & Bell, 2015). It can also be described as 

starting with observation of phenomena, with a changing and adapting research method 

finalizing with theory or models explaining specific phenomena (Gill & Johnson, 2010). An 

abductive approach can be described as the combination of deduction and induction, moving 

between the two approaches of going from theory to data (deduction) and data to theory 

(induction) (Suddaby, 2006). Abduction begins with the observation of interesting phenomena or 

fact, then works out a possible theory of how this can occur (Saunders et al., 2012).  

 

In order to use a deductive approach, there are two conditions that a researcher has to fulfill 

(Hyde, 2000). The concept and purpose of study must be obvious form starting point and have 

the possibility of hypothesize relationships between concepts and theories before gathering of 

data. In the case of this study, the authors started with existing theories about sharing economy, 

collaborative consumption and trust (Gill & Johnson, 2010). Thus it can be stated that the 

concepts under study are known and obvious from the beginning of this study. Furthermore, 

there are identified gaps within this field of research and there is a great need to further explore 

and understand existing theories in contexts unstudied areas. Therefore, it can be stated that it is 

relevant to use these theories as foundation for our research.  

 

The outline of this study is through existing theories and literature to develop hypothesis and a 

conceptual model with the purpose to test and explore the research field with the gathered data in 
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order to reach new insights and understanding. Therefore, a deductive reasoning approach is 

considered as the most suitable approach and therefore implemented for this study.  

 

As stated in our research purpose, there is a need to investigate how different types of trust-

building processes are linked to individual’s willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

Moreover, it is also interesting to uncover if there are cultural differences when it comes to 

willingness to share and how they are constructed. Therefore, this study can be described as 

exploratory. Saunders et al. (2012) describes it as a study that is conducted in order to understand 

what is happening, to seek new insights, to ask questions and to assess phenomena in a new light. 

This research design suits our study well since the authors aim to gain new insights of trust-

building processes are linked to individual’s willingness to participate in sharing economy as 

well as establishing factors that hinder people's willingness to share.  

2.2 Research Method and Strategy  

The research design is the general plan that will guide and allow the researchers to answer the 

research questions (Saunders et al., 2012). It can also be described as guiding the collection and 

analysis of data through the framework set by the researchers (Bryman & Bell, 2015). The first 

step of the research design is to set the strategy of the research, meaning if the study will be 

conducted through a quantitative or qualitative method (Saunders et al., 2012). One way to 

separate the two methods is to distinguish between numeric data and non-numeric data.  

 

Qualitative method can be described as study of the participant’s meanings and the relationship 

between them in order to gain deeper insights of the social world, often through interviews and 

through either inductive or abductive approach (Bryman & Bell, 2015; Saunders et al., 2012).  

Saunders et al. (2012) explains quantitative method as an approach with the goal to use data in 

order to test existing theories with focus on numerical data. Quantitative research focuses on 

examining the relationship between variables, which are then measured numerically and 

analyzed using statistical techniques often incorporated with validity controls. Quantitative 

method is often used in deductive approach where the focus is to test theories using data often 

gathered through surveys (Saunders et al, 2012). 

 

This study aims to gain deeper insights and understanding to several aspects within sharing 

economy and trust building process among participants in sharing activities. Moreover, the 

authors aim to identify barriers that hinders people's willingness to share. Furthermore, the 

authors aims to investigate this in the context of two countries, with different cultures as well as 

three contexts of user experience and awareness of sharing activities.  To gain data that can with 

reliability and validity provide with generalized insights representative of the three chosen 

context of the two chosen countries, a significant large base of participants has to be established. 

Therefore, a quantitative method has be adopted to this study in coherence with research 

approach and purpose, both for collection and analysis of data. However, Saunders et al. (2012) 
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mention that an exploratory research design is suitable ato qualitative method. Therefore, the 

possibility to gather qualitative data through has been implemented and constructed, although the 

majority of the research has a quantitative method and should therefore not be mistaken for a 

mixed method approach.  

 

In order to execute the research strategy there are different approaches in order to execute the 

plan and achieve the goal of answering the research questions, testing hypothesis and conceptual 

models. The two most common strategies within quantitative and deductive approach are 

experiment and survey, however archival research and case study can be used in both 

quantitative and qualitative studies (Yin, 2009).   

 

As mentioned, Survey strategy is a common choice when applying the deductive approach 

(Saunders et al., 2012; Collins & Hussey, 2013). Through survey strategy, “what”, “who” 

“where”, “how much” and “how many” questions can easily be constructed as well as “why”, 

therefore this is a strategy often used for exploratory and descriptive research (Saunders et 

al.,2012). The following arguments motivates the use of survey strategy for this research. First, 

the survey strategy is cost-effective. The authors would be able to collect a large amount of data 

from different national populations and specific sampling populations by distributing online-

questionnaire via a mix of social media platforms. Second, the survey strategy provides with the 

possibility to directly use the gathered quantitative data on the statistic computer program SPSS 

in order to explore patterns and correlations between answers and respondents and the chosen 

factors of this research. There is also the opportunity to gain qualitative data connected to the 

quantitative data if constructed correctly in the survey as well as through the analysis. 

Furthermore, through a survey strategy, there is a possibility to produce data that can generate 

generalized findings that in turn can reflect on specific groups, population or a whole nation 

(Saunders et al., 2012). Thus, survey strategy is something most suitable and therefore applied to 

this research. 

2.3 Data Collection 

2.3.1 Literature  

The theoretical approach of this research consisted of secondary data such as articles, textbooks, 

scientific journals and websites. Considering the academic nature of this research, the sources of 

secondary data had to be carefully chosen to ensure the trustworthiness of the literature. In order 

to acquire relevant literature, the authors used their access to Halmstad University library’s, 

which provided accessibility to databases such as Web of Science, Emerald Insight and Scopus, 

which are all considered to be high trustworthy databases for academic purposes. In addition, 

Google Scholar was used to access some of the secondary data. While reviewing the literature, 

the authors searched data using keywords such as; sharing economy, collaborative consumption, 
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sustainable economy, sustainable consumption, together and separately with keywords such as  

trust-building, reputation in order to minimize the risk of missing any useful reference from the 

search result.  

 

In this paper, the authors considered sharing economy as a special case of C2C e-commerce, 

since the transactions take place between peers via Internet, and many of trust issues existing in 

C2C e-commerce are similar to those in the context of sharing economy. For instance, there is 

little chances for partners to test and evaluate goods in advance and for interpersonal 

interactions; a lack of regulations or rules present (McKnight & Chervany, 2001; Yoon & 

Occeña, 2015). Due to these similarities in trust issues and transactions, the authors applied 

relevant literatures studied in the field of C2C e-commerce and discuss them within the context 

of sharing economy.  

2.3.2 Sampling 

Since it was possible to collect data from the entire population within the field of this research, 

there had to be a sample size. There are four different options for sampling: probability, 

representative, non-probability and judgmental sampling (Saunders et al., 2012). For this 

research, non-probability sampling was chosen and the sampling technique of self-selection, 

which is, according to Saunders et al., (2012), suitable for exploratory studies when access is 

difficult and surveys are conducted online. A high sampling size and response rate will reduce 

the risk of non-response bias and ensure that that the sample size will be representative (Groves 

& Peytcheva, 2008). The sample size was therefore calculated with the chosen variables of a 

confidence level of 95%, confidence interval of 5, the population of Sweden 10.093.734 and of 

Vietnam 92.700.000. The outcome of this calculation states a sample size needed of 768 

participant in total, 384 participants of each country (Sekaran & Bougie, 2016).  

 

The request to participate in the survey was made available online to people in Sweden and 

Vietnam with a total of 778 respondents. 385 of respondents were received from Sweden and 

393 of them were from Vietnam. The respondents from each country met the requirements of 

minimal data (Sekaran & Bougie, 2016). According to Saunders et al. (2012), there are two 

different ways to measure the time horizon, cross-sectional or longitudinal study. Due to the 

limitation of time for this research, this study qualifies as cross-sectional with its focus on 

particular phenomena at a specific time and not a study of change and development over an 

extended period of time such as a longitudinal study (Bryman & Bell, 2015). 

2.3.3 Measurement Instruments 

Factors that were investigated in this research included: (1) Calculation-based Trust, (2) 

Prediction-based Trust, (3) Transference-based Trust in the form of Benevolence, (4) 

Transference-based Trust in the form of Institution, and (5) Willingness to participate in sharing 

economy. In order to measure these factors, prior researches conducted in the field of C2C e-
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commerce and sharing economy were modified and adapted. Specifically, most of the items 

representing for Calculation-based Trust were based on definitions of Sako (1991, 1992), and of 

Ratnasingam (2005), and were adopted from Gefen et al.’s (2003) items (reflecting the costs-

benefits analysis) as well as from Williamson’s (1985) and Doney et al.’s (1998) items 

(reflecting opportunistic behavior). Items for Prediction-based Trust were measured by items on 

prior shared experiences or past actions from Lewicki and Bunker (1995) and by definitions of 

Lander et al. (2004). Meanwhile, the items for Transference-based Trust (Benevolence) were 

based on definitions of Hsu et al. (2007) and of Lander et al. (2004). The authors also used most 

of items on proof sources from Kalmal and Chen (2016), Wakefield and Whitten (2006) as well 

as definitions of Strub and Priest (1976), of McKnight et al. (2002), and of Nooteboom (1999, 

2002a) to measure items for Transference-based Trust (Institution).  

 

In addition, in this study, the openness to share within the three mentioned contexts of sharing 

economy was measured as a item to determine respondent’s willingness or participate intention. 

It was labeled as “willingness to share” in the conceptual model.    

2.3.4 Questionnaire  

2.3.4.1 Content and structure 

There are three main forms to be used when conducting a questionnaire (Saunders et al., 2012). 

Those are structured, unstructured and semi-structured questions in the questionnaire. This study 

is done by using structured and unstructured questions, meaning that all questions are close-

ended but all followed by an optional section of open comments to the linked question (Fink, 

2012). The survey was constructed into three sections, sharing economy, trust-building 

processes, and demographics in order to provide structure and a clear overview to the 

participants, therefore, minimize possibility of misunderstandings and invalid answers due to 

lack of structure (Bryman & Bell, 2015). The part for sharing economy was constructed into 13 

questions, with the purpose to gain insights to whether the respondents have knowledge and 

experience of sharing services, what motivates them to share and what barriers exist that hinder 

them to participate in sharing economy. The section for trust-building processes was constructed 

with 16 questions, divided into groups of four questions, each connected to the following four 

factors: calculation-based trust, prediction-based trust, transference-based trust in the form of 

benevolence and transference-based trust in the form of institution. The third and final section 

consisted of demographic questions regarding; age, gender, occupation, size of city of resident 

and nationality. A noticed thing is that the questionnaire did not include direct questions 

regarding the respondents’ cultures. Instead, the authors compared the results between the two 

different countries and emphasized the differences.   

 

To simply ask about “sharing” in different contexts and linked to varied statements is, according 

to the authors of this thesis, to research in a broader philosophical manner and the purpose if this 
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research is to explore certain contexts. To ask if a person is open to the idea of sharing may 

provide with a database with answers of low validity, since the idea of sharing and what the 

participant thinks of when asked if they are open to share most certainly will be different 

between participants. The same applied to the the area of trust-building processes. Therefore, 

each question was developed into three parts, where the same question were put in three specific 

and focused contexts of sharing; accommodation, private transportation and tangible goods. 

Through this categorization, all answers were focused on a specific act of sharing. This research 

was, therefore, limited to three specific contexts of sharing, and the data collected from the 

survey cannot be generalised.  

 

Rating questions are preferably used when collecting opinion data, therefore were the surveys 

questions constructed as a five-point likert scale, from “Strongly disagree” to “Strongly agree” 

(Dillman, 2009). All questions were provided with an optional comment section in order to 

provide the respondent with the opportunity to elaborate their answers, provide with comments 

or express uncertainty and criticism to specific questions.  

 

With the aim of preventing biased answers, the questionnaire was constructed into two separate 

versions, one in English and one in Vietnamese. Both versions were sent out to the Vietnamese 

respondents so that they themself could chose which they were most comfortable using. This 

arose from the fact that the authors assumed less knowledge of English in Vietnam. However, 

this assumption was only based on personal experiences and was not meant in a judging way. 

Meanwhile, the English version was sent to Swedish respondents. The decision to not construct 

one in Swedish was based upon the high level of knowledge and understanding of the english 

language among Swedish people (Lewis, 2017). Moreover, with fewer versions in different 

languages, bias could be avoided due to translation errors. The questionnaire was also 

constructed as self-administered, meaning that the respondents answered the questionnaire by 

themselves instead of under supervision (Saunders et al., 2012). 

2.3.4.2 Pilot test 

As suggested by Bell (2015), two trial survey was conducted with 10 people divided between 

Sweden and Vietnam before the official dissemination in order to ensure the understandability 

and logical flow of the questionnaire. Recommendations of the testers from the trial survey was 

also considered and executed if needed. The final survey were then constructed and modified 

based upon the input from the testers. 

2.3.4.3 Time and place 

The time span of collecting data was one month in April 2018. The questionnaire was internet-

mediated, as it was distributed through social media channels such as; Facebook accounts, 

various Facebook groups, Twitter and LinkedIn containing a link to the questionnaire website 

among instruction on how to fill the questionnaire. The platforms and social media groups, 
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chosen for distribution, were all with different orientations and focuses but all with high numbers 

of members with a width regarding, age, sex, geographic location and gender. This ensured the 

possibility to collect the required amount of responses within the given time limit for this 

research. The questionnaire was constructed as self-administered, meaning that the respondents 

answered the questionnaire by themselves instead of under supervision (Saunders et al., 2012).  

2.4 Data Analysis  

2.4.1 Analysing empirical data 

The first part of the analysis aimed at providing an overview of the three sharing contexts and the 

four processes of building trust. In this part, a categorization among the respondents was used in 

order to further provide an in-depth analysis. Also, an investigation as whether there are 

differences regarding interest, attitude and conception towards sharing services depending on if 

the participants had previous knowledge and/or experience of sharing services was conducted. 

This approach with the same motivation was also used on the sections concerning trust. The 

categories used for the analysis were participants with knowledge and experience (KYEY), 

participants with knowledge but no experience (KYEN) and participants with neither knowledge 

nor experience (KNEN) of sharing services.  

 

The analysis was conducted through formulas in Microsoft Excel in order to summarize and 

categorize the data gathered from the online-survey. Each question answered in the online-

survey was presented in the categorization described above and according to nationality in order 

to gain a clear overview of the gathered data (for a detailed overview, see Appendix 4). Through 

studying each separate questions, patterns and significant findings were discovered. The findings 

were compared and connected to the chosen theories and literature in order to gain deeper 

insights and new conclusions.  

2.4.2 Testing the conceptual model  

After removing the items which were not consistent with the investigated factor, the dataset was 

reviewed and analysed by using SPSS. The items within the questionnaire had a 5-point Likert 

scale answer options, from “Strongly disagree” to “Strongly agree”, therefore providing ordinal 

data to analyse. Due to the ordinal nature of the gathered data, the authors applied Spearman’s 

rho correlation analyses and evaluated the results by using Evans (1996) grading scale of the 

value of r:  

.00-.19 “very weak”    

.20-.39 “weak”   

.40-.59 “moderate”  

.60-.79 “strong”  

.80-1.0 “very strong” 
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Furthermore, Fisher’s z-scores was calculated in order to compare the strength of correlation 

coefficients from the two target countries. In this step, the authors first transformed values of r, 

which was computed in Spearman’s rho correlation analyses, into r’1 (for the case of Sweden) 

and r’2 (for the case of Vietnam) by applying Fisher’s (1915) formulas as the following: 

 

  
Equation 1: Fisher’s r’ score (1915) 

 

The observed z-score was then computed by equation (equation 2) and was evaluated with the 

absolute value of critical z (1.96) at a 95% of confidence level (Steven, 1999). The significant 

differences among correlation coefficients were found if the calculated z-score was greater than 

|1.96| at p-value of 0.05 (Steven, 1999).     

 

 
Equation 2: Computing z-score with n as sample size, Steven (1999) 

 

2.5 Validity and Reliability  

To ensure validity prior to gathering data, as previous mentioned, several pilot test was 

conducted followed by evaluation with the trial respondents in order to gain an idea of the 

questions reliability (Bell, 2015). In addition, a factor analysis was run in the three sharing 

contexts of the survey, aiming to test the validity of data gathered. In this test, the method of 

varimax rotation was applied to provide the readers with a more transparent result regarding the 

factor analysis of the investigated sections (See Appendix 2). Moreover, the authors used 

Cronbach’s alpha to test the consistency of items within factors. The values of this test vary 

between 0 to 1 and the higher value indicated a higher level of reliability. According to Nunnaly 

(1978), a Cronbach’ alpha value of 0,5 to 0,6 already indicates reliability, however, values over 

0,8 explains highly reliable research. As the research conducted in three different contexts and 

each has different sets of items, the reliability of each was, therefore, calculated separately (See 

Appendix 3).  

In this research, the respondents are categorized into groups based upon the respondents 

awareness and usage experience explore of sharing activities. One of the groups, people with no 

awareness or usage experience of sharing activities had a low representation among the survey’s 
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respondents, therefore, this group was excluded from the analysis in order to ensure reliability in 

the analysis and final conclusion.  

2.6 Ethical Consideration  

In this thesis, ethical aspects that has been taken into considerations are the importance of data 

security and anonymity of the respondents. The data gathered in this research has been collected 

through the use of online tool Google Forms, using the researchers’ personal google accounts in 

order to limit possibility of external, unauthorized access. The data has then been withdrawn as 

Excel-file for analysis and then been stored through a joint dropbox account connected to both 

authors.  

 

The questionnaire was constructed so that no information was gathered in a way that could be 

used to trace and identify individual respondents. Their anonymity and the purpose of the survey, 

research for this specific master thesis, was guaranteed in opening text of the questionnaire in 

order to provide security to participate truthfully without consequences.  

3. Theoretical Approach 

3.1 Sharing Economy 

The literature on sharing economy is, even though its recent development, rather extensive. It is 

therefore not feasible to include all previous studies and aspects around this business idea. 

Therefore, the following section will focus on the definition of sharing and sharing economy, the 

motivations to share, as well as barriers that hinders participation in sharing activities.  

3.1.1 The act of sharing 

In order to understand the foundation of sharing economy, one has to first understand the idea of 

sharing. The act of sharing is itself not a new phenomenon, but as old as humankind, and could 

be considered as the oldest type of consumption (Belk, 2007). One explanation to the lack of 

previous research within the field of sharing could be that sharing was previously classified as an 

exchange of gifts or assets. Belk (2010) argues that sharing should be viewed as an agile act to 

make use of existing resources and therefore should be considered when studying consumer 

research. Celeta et al., (2017) describes sharing, and specifically sharing economy per say, not as 

a new topic, but an old act taken to a new dimension through technological development. While 

Sundararajan (2016) describes sharing as the act of today’s sharing economy as something old, 

that can be compared to times were these kind of sharing behaviors, self-employment and small 

scale community-based exchanges were common practices. Belk (2007) suggests that sharing is 

an act and process of distributing a person's own goods to others for their use and or to accept the 
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goods of others for own use. That it is the act and process itself that should be considered 

sharing. The reason to share are many, some to consider are: convenience, kindness to others, 

functionality and social awareness and responsibility (Belk, 2014). It can therefore be argued 

whether sharing economy is offering something new at all and that it is actually an old practice 

that has gained new life and interest (Botsman & Rogers, 2010). 

 

As previously stated, sharing is not a new phenomenon in the world, but as old as humankind. 

Schor and Fitzmaurice (2015) present three major differences when comparing older sharing 

practices and sharing economy. First, through sharing economy, people are involved in 

exchanges and social interactions between strangers rather than limited social contact confined to 

circles including family and community. Second, the development of technology and global 

access and usage of the Internet have enabled sharing platforms for exchange of goods and 

services on a larger range, enabling more people to participate in sharing activities. Lastly, 

people no longer share because they have to, but because they choose to. Participating in sharing 

is a conscious action taken by a reflecting individual. So, even though there are similarities 

between past sharing activities and sharing economy, there are fundamental differences between 

the practice, making them into two separate concepts.  

3.1.2 Defining sharing economy 

Sharing Economy as a concept has proven to be difficult to define due to its great diversity in 

activities as well as lack of limitations taken by its many participants as well as the fact that 

sharing economy is a newly developed phenomena and therefore lacks a fixed and recognized 

definition (Codagnone & Martens, 2016; Botsman, 2013: Schor, 2016; Demailly et al., 2016). 

Some definitions and synonyms, beside the popular collaborative consumption, used in existing 

literature connected to sharing economy are; collaborative economy (Botsman & Rogers, 2010), 

connected consumption (Schor, 2014) and access-based economy (Belk, 2014). Botsman and 

Rogers, (2010) describes it as being a part of collaborative consumption, and see it as the way 

people grant access to their personal capital assets with one another. Sundararajan (2016) refers 

to sharing economy as a form of crowd-based capitalism and focus on how online firms use the 

resources of the population to serve the needs of others, in exchange for a monetary transaction. 

It is feasible to conclude that sharing is not only about consumption, which would explain why 

the term sharing economy has become greatly popular. Stokes et al. (2014) explain it as “the 

shared creation, production, distribution, trade and consumption of goods and services by 

different people and organizations” (Stokes et al., 2014, p. 9). 

 

The English Oxford Dictionary (2018) defines sharing economy as “an economic system in 

which assets or services are shared between private individuals, either free or for a fee, typically 

by means of the Internet”. However, this definition is criticized due to the notion of sharing, 

which, according to some researchers, should not include financial remuneration (Belk, 2007). 

Furthermore, the European Commission defines sharing economy as “The collaborative 
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economy involves business models where activities are facilitated by collaborative platforms that 

create an open marketplace for the temporary usage of goods or services, often provided by 

private individuals” (European Commission, 2016a).  

 

Other researchers focus on the technological aspect as a critical part of the definition of sharing 

economy with Benkler (2007) describing sharing economy as a connectivity-enabled 

technological phenomena through mobile devices. Codagnone and Martens (2016) say that 

sharing economy has its foundation within the mobile technology as it enables exchange of 

information, networking and economic scaling. Hamari et al., (2015) define sharing economy 

according to four factors: social commerce, online collaboration, consumer ideology and sharing 

online. Activities such as exchange of services, reuse and recirculation of goods, social 

interaction and increased implementation and sharing of assets are all incorporated in the 

meaning of sharing economy according to Codagnone and Martens (2016). While Bardhi and 

Eckhardt (2012) describe the phenomena as a sharing of tangible and intangible assets on digital 

platforms were the act itself shifts ownership of goods to access of goods.  

 

For the purpose of this research, the ones proposed by Codagnone and Martens (2016) and the 

European Commission seem to reflect best the concept of sharing economy. Therefore, in this 

thesis, sharing economy is considered as an umbrella term for a wide reach of activities, ranging 

from production to consumption of services or goods, involving a temporary usage or access 

through social interaction.  

3.1.3 Development of sharing economy through technological 

advancements 

What has developed and become new in the act of sharing is the rapid growth of information and 

communication technology platforms that creates possibility of sharing beyond friends, family 

and or the local community, as well as the introduction of the opportunity of sharing with 

strangers (Schor, 2016). With the increasing population and a fixed amount of resources, in a 

time of high developing access to the Internet, sharing is not something new, but rather a 

phenomena fastly developed through the Internet age (Buzynski, 2013; Belk, 2014). Schor 

(2016) points out that sharing economy has its roots in San Francisco, United States, but has 

grown into a global phenomenon due to the idea of sharing caught on the world as well as the 

expansion and accessibility to global digital platforms. By the beginning of 2018, approximately 

54.4% of the world's population have access to Internet and over one billion is estimated to 

engage in social media (Internet world stats, 2018). The youth generation in today’s society 

interact daily through social media and compared to their older counterparts, hold high trust for 

the online community and peer reviewing has become a rising poplar way to gain trust for a 

product or an organisation (Felländer et al., 2015). Thus, the potential of sharing economy is 

huge through the increased and continuous growing online social interaction.  Lamberton and 

Rose (2012) states that the growth in sharing systems has most certainly been pushed by the 
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Internet, smartphones and the development and rise of social media systems. Therefore, it can be 

argued (Belk 2014; Buzynski, 2013; Lamberton & Rose, 2012; Schor, 2016) that the rise of 

sharing economy as a concept is a clear consequence to the increase of environmental awareness 

in the time of technological advancements, specifically the development of Internet in access and 

innovation in platforms. 

 

Gansky (2010) states that with the increase of innovative technologies, such as information and 

communication networks, new opportunities emerge for businesses to provide better and 

personalised services. However, other researchers (Cohen & Kietzmann, 2014; Brodersen, 2015) 

suggest that sharing economy business models are a result of the global economic recession of 

2008, with a rising need of new frugal consumption habits. Sundararajan (2016) suggests that 

sharing economy is driven and influenced by both the interest to experience a local feeling 

associated by sharing activities, as well as contributing to a more sustainable lifestyle and 

economy through saving money by sharing resources with the opportunity to earn money.  

Hence, conclusions can be drawn that sharing is a response to the economic crisis but also to 

increased consumer consciousness, were people have sought to save more, consume less and 

share more. Another aspect, is the increased awareness of sustainability combined with the 

development of the Internet (Belk, 2013; Buzynski, 2013). New business ideas within sharing 

economy and collaborative consumption now emerge on a daily basis with the use of internet. It 

is therefore of high importance to consider these forms as alternative ways of consuming and as 

new business paradigms (Belk, 2014).              

  

With the Internet's development, new ways of sharing as well as facilitating older forms on a 

larger scale have become possible (Belk, 2014). An example of pioneer digital sharing is the 

media plattform Napster, which enabled the possibility of online sharing between strangers 

(Hennig-Thurau et al., 2007). Due to legal reasons, Napster was eventually shut down, but can be 

considered the pioneer and inspiration to similar platforms that emerged in its absence, such as 

the illegal website and sharing platform The Pirate bay, but also successful companies such as 

iTunes, Netflix, Uber and Spotify (Belk, 2014). Another industry that, through the emerge of 

sharing economy, have gained fundamental change and development is the hospitality and 

tourism industry with new companies, platforms and business ideas such as AirBnB and 

Couchsurfing (Guttentag, 2015; Cheng, 2016). Sharing economy has transformed the developing 

tourism industry with new options due to the easy startup business opportunities with low cost 

and access to a broad field of information and tools available through internet, social media 

platforms and smartphone applications, which enabled global accessibility to a wide range of 

products and services (Nadler, 2014). Thus, it can be stated that sharing economy and its 

possibilities face few restriction in regards of the growing opportunities of accessibility due to 

today's high speed Internet. However, there are limitation connected to the Internet and mainly 

its lack of full world wide access coverage. In addition, the growth of sharing economy is not 

limited to cities, but urban areas are gaining more connection due to compact populations and as 
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well as the development of information and communication technology with access to 

smartphones and high speed internet (Agyeman et al., 2013; Cohen & Muñoz ,2016). 

3.1.4 Reasons to share and barriers that hinder 

Even though the literature on sharing economy is with its recent development rather extensive, 

there are still areas within the field of sharing economy and collaborative consumption that 

remain somewhat lacking in research and understanding. Barnes and Mattson (2016) describes it 

as scarce. While Gullstrand Edbring et al., (2016) states that there is a limited but slowly 

growing body of literature on consumer attitudes regarding alternative ways of consuming 

products. What motivates people to participate in sharing activities as well as what hinders them 

are two of those areas lacking in previous research and can be classified as simplistic. Barnes and 

Mattson (2016) discovered in their study that the largest current motivation for participating in 

sharing activities were of economic characters and underpinned by economic problems with a 

need to economize, although other motivations such as social and cultural were also considered 

very important. Furthermore, environmental motivations to participate in collaborative 

consumption did not appear as very important at the current time for their research. As 

mentioned previously, other researchers believe that there is a linkage between the financial 

crisis of 2008 which had developed a discussion among consumers whether it’s necessary to own 

so many assets during a time of strained economy (Quental et al., 2011). However, the 

motivation to share differ due to the factor whether the exchanges are monetised or not, as shown 

on non-commercial platforms where consumers are motivated by the need for social contact and 

the desire of belonging to a community as well as sustainability motivations (McArthur, 2015). 

While in commercial platforms Zvolska (2015) found that participants show less interest in 

social interaction and responsibility towards others and are mainly motivated by economic 

factors and convenience. Botsman and Rogers (2010) conclude that the motivation to share 

resources varies greatly, depending on the product. However the most crucial barrier for sharing 

economy is the lack of trust in other people (Botsman, 2012; Schor, 2014). Another critical 

element when establishing attitudes towards renting or sharing is the trust towards the providers 

of the services or products (Catulli et al., 2013).  

 

There are some barriers identified within the field of sustainable consumption, for example 

experienced consumers difficulties of understanding eBay's system for selling used products and 

the financial compensation was perceived as not worth the time and effort to get involved 

(Clausen et al., 2010). While Guiot and Roux (2010) as well discovered barriers within the 

second-hand market regarding household appliances and the perceived risk associated with 

purchase due to lack of confidence in the seller, lack of guarantees as well as lack of information 

about the state of the product. According to Bardhi and Eckhardt (2012) consumers are skeptical 

regarding hygiene and risk of infection. Another aspect were the uncertainty about the rules in 

the event of the product being broken or damaged during the sharing process (Catulli, 2012), as 

well as the stress among consumers to behave more careful of products that they do not own 
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(Bardhi & Eckhardt, 2012; Baumeister 2014). Gullstrand Edbring et al., (2016) found when 

exploring barriers and motivations of consumer attitudes to alternative models of consumption 

that people who were positive towards sharing products were motivated by economic, social and 

environmental factors. But at the same time that trust was a big obstacle in the sharing process 

due to insecurity about lending their goods to strangers. Another barrier identified in this 

research were the concern of lacking availability of goods when needed. Thus, sharing combined 

with planning the activity can considered as a critical obstacle due to the need of spontaneity and 

flexibility. Furthermore, Gullstrand Edbring et al., (2016) found that hygiene was considered a 

strong barrier when participating in sharing. Lastly, sharing could have a geographical barrier, 

more suitable for the city rather than people living in the countryside or in single-family houses 

due to impracticality of sharing with people who live far away from each other (Gullstrand 

Edbring et al., 2016). 

3.1.5 Three contexts of sharing 

This research has been conducted through exploring sharing economy and the importance of 

trust within three contexts of sharing; accommodation, private transportation and tangible goods. 

Following are the definitions of the three contexts. Accommodation in the context of sharing 

economy are defined as followed defines accommodation as; “The available space for occupants 

in a building, vehicle, or vessel.” and “Room, group of rooms, or building in which someone may 

live or stay.” (The English Oxford Dictionary, 2018). Sharing accommodation includes sharing a 

part, for example a room, of a person's home as well as sharing a separate house, boot or even 

boat for the purpose of temporary living during holidays, business trips as well as part of the 

everyday life. Private transportation in the context of sharing economy in this study is defined as 

vehicles of different characters, such as car, bike, motorcycle and boat, owned and used by 

private individuals and not commercial goods of a company. Sharing private transportation in 

this thesis includes temporary usage of vehicle either together with others or alone. Tangible 

goods in the context of sharing economy in this study is defined as physical objects, such as: 

personal physical objects such as: electronic equipment, tools, clothes, vacation gear. Sharing 

tangible goods in this thesis includes temporary usage of any object belonging to a private 

individual and not by a company.  

3.2 National Culture 

Definitions of culture have long been introduced in previous research. Indeed, two sociologists, 

Namenwirth and Weber (1987, p.8), view culture as a “system of ideas”, which provides a 

“design for living”. Culture is also described as “a distinctive, enduring pattern of behavior and/ 

or personality characteristics” (Clark, 1990; p.66), and system for establishing, providing, 

storing, and processing information (Hall and Hall, 1990). According to Hill (1997, p. 67), 

culture is considered as "a system of values and norms that are shared among a group of people 

and that when taken together constitute a design for living". Similarly, Hofstede (1984, p. 21) 
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defines culture as “the collective programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of 

one group from another". The most comprehensive definitions of culture perhaps is that of 

Matsumoto (2007, p.5), who stated that “culture is an unique meaning and information system, 

shared by a group and transmitted across generations that allow the group to meet the basic needs 

survival by coordinating social behavior to achieve a viable existence, transmit successful social 

behavior, pursue happiness and well-being, and derive meaning from life”. However, for the 

purpose of this study, the authors adopt the Hofstede’s definition and his cultural dimensions, 

which is particularly useful for understanding the relationship between the development of trust 

and underlying behavior assumptions.   

 

In fact, culture is an indicator that influences the forming of human’s behavior and that develops 

within any identity groups remaining over time (Doney et al., 1998). On the other hand, it differs 

from nations and regions (Hofstede, 1984; Kieser, 1994). Even though the cultural boundaries 

between nations and regions have become increasingly blurred due to the economic integration, 

there are still significant cultural differences within countries (Fukuyama, 1995; Locke, 1995). 

Thus, in this study, the authors apply the label “national” to culture to emphasize that the country 

as a whole is the surrogate for culture. In other words, norms and values are characterized by all 

groups of people and are homogeneous across all segments of a population. It also implies that 

cultural traits embraced by groups or subgroups is dominated by national’s cultural stereotypes. 

Furthermore, by applying the term “national culture”, the authors aim to distinguish the 

characteristic of a society from other forms of culture that are not mentioned in this paper, such 

as corporate culture.  

3.3 Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions 

The measures for elements of national culture were derived from the work of Hofstede (1984). 

Particularly, Hofstede discovered that differences in national culture differ largely along four 

dimensions which were labeled as: Individualism versus Collectivism, Masculinity versus 

Femininity, Power Distance, and Uncertainty Avoidance. 

 

First, Individualism versus Collectivism refers to the level of interdependence that a society 

preserves among its members. In other words, that cultural dimension explains the relationship 

between one individual and his or her fellows within a society. In individualist societies, a large 

degree of freedom are allowed and the members tend to pursue his or her own self-interest, and 

to look after their direct family only. The very loose ties between individuals are also recognized 

within such societies. Whereas collective societies reflect tight integrations between individuals. 

Members in collective societies are more likely to pursue the interests of their in-group, which, 

in turn, exchanges for loyalty and protects individuals. Norms and values related to 

individualism versus collectivism exhibit the way people interact such as the dominance of 

individual versus group goals, respect for individual accomplishment, and liberality of individual 

opinion. 
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The second cultural dimension, Masculinity versus Femininity, illustrates the degree to which a 

society is driven by the particular stereotypes linked to males and females. It shows the gender 

roles within a society. Masculine values emphasize on assertiveness, achievement, success, and 

competition. In the high masculine societies, the individual brilliance and successful achiever are 

highly admired and idolized. On the contrary, in the feminine societies, standing out from the 

crowd is not admirable. Such feminine societies tend to focus on tender values such as 

endurance, nurturance, and consider quality of life, rather than money, is the sign of success. In 

other words, the fundamental issue of this dimension is about what encourages people, desiring 

to be the best (Masculine) or liking what you do (Feminine). 

 

Power Distance determines the third cultural dimension of Hofstede (1984). It shows the way 

societies handle human inequality, both “physical and intellectual capacities” (p. 81). Hofstede 

also asserted that all societies are unequal, but the level of equality varies among different 

countries. Some are more unequal than others. From the authoritarian perspective, Power 

Distance describes ideological orientations (such as hierarchical relations social class, family, 

and reference groups) and behavioral adaptations to authority (Hofstede, 1984; Clark, 1990). It is 

also reflected in the norms and values such as adherence and dependence on authority (Singh, 

1990). Furthermore, combining power distance and individualism versus collectivism, it is 

revealed that collectivism countries are more likely to illustrate large power distance but 

individualist countries do not essentially show small power distance (Hofstede, 1984). 

 

The fourth cultural dimension, Uncertainty Avoidance, displays how a society handles ambiguity 

or uncertainty about future. It explains the degree to which individuals accept the unpredictable 

situations and take risks easily. In “weak Uncertainty Avoidance” societies, people are more 

likely to accept each days as it comes, and possess “a natural tendency to feel relatively secure” 

(p.81). In contrast, individuals in “strong Uncertainty Avoidance” societies tend to beat the 

unknown future and try to “create security and avoid risk” (p.83). Similarly, Singh  (1990) 

addresses that resistance to unstructured or unclear situations describes the extent to which 

people foster the need to try to mitigate uncertainty by choosing strict codes of behavior, by 

creating formal rules, and by discarding irregular ideas and behaviors. In such societies, the 

anxiety of uncertainty leads to emotional stresses, nervousness, and aggressiveness (Hofstede, 

1984). 

3.3.1 Limitations of Hofstede’s Cultural Dimension 

Hofstede developed ordinal scales for countries for each of these dimensions according to a 

standardized factor analysis of survey conducted between 1968 and 1972 to 88,000 national 

employees in more than 40 overseas subsidiaries of IBM - a major American corporation. 

Therefore, the work of Hofstede (1984) has been mostly criticized in terms of internal validity of 

the dimensions and the approach of constructing the scale. Specifically, McSweeney (2002) 
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holds the critical view on Hofstede’s sampling approach which is only fixed at one company. 

Therefore it is impossible to generate information which is applicable to the entire cultural 

structure of any country. The timing axis of the questionnaire is also criticized since it has been 

sensitive to the time, especially for the dimension of Masculinity vs Feminine and Uncertainty 

Avoidance (Newman & Nollen, 1996; Jones & Alony, 2007). Furthermore, it is argued that 

measuring by survey is not an appropriate method of determining cultural differences, 

particularly in the case of calculated variables related to cultural influence and personal topics 

(McSweeney, 2002; Schwartz, 1999). Regarding the index results, it is also disagreed that IBM 

data is old and moreover, the surveys were sometimes answered in groups and for another 

purpose, which may affect the degree of honesty in the answers (McSweeney, 2002). In addition, 

from the authors’ point of view, Hofstede codifies cultural traits along a numerical index, and 

compares all cultures to each other by using this score point system, which may lead the results 

to out of context or unspecific. 

  

In this study, Hofstede’s (1984) theory of four cultural dimensions were applied as a 

fundamental reference to explore how the strength of relationships between trust-building 

processes and participation intention in sharing economy varies in Sweden and Vietnam due to 

the presence of cultural differences. Nevertheless, the indications of Hofstede were used 

cautiously and the score points were not utilized for a statistical analysis testing hypotheses, for 

if they are poorly constructed, they are less likely to be found significant. The purpose of using 

this score point system was only for recognizing differences in term of national culture between 

the two investigated countries.    

3.4 Trust in Sharing Economy 

3.4.1 The meaning and nature of Trust  

Trust has widely grasped great attention from scholars across various disciplines such as social 

psychology (Lewicki & Bunker, 1996), anthropology (Beldad, de Jong, & Steehouder, 2010) , 

sociology (Lewis & Weigert, 1985), economics (Williamson, 1993), organizational behavior 

(Zaheer, McEvily & Perrone, 1998), strategic management (Barney & Hansen, 1994), and 

international business (Inkpen & Currall, 1997). According to research objects, trust is defined 

and mentally visualized in many different ways. Rotter (1971) and Pruitt (1981) define trust with 

focusing on the nature of trustor’s beliefs as central to human behavior. Whereas economists pay 

attention to costs and benefits, psychologists emphasize benevolence behavior, and sociologists 

are concerned with aspects of society. For instance, trust is viewed as the expectation that the 

partner will not act opportunistically despite short-term or long-term incentives and rewards 

(Bradach & Eccles, 1989). Larzelere and Huston (1980) present two features of trust: (1) 

benevolence and (2) honest. Fukuyama (1995) considers trust as the expectation that the 

exchanged partner will behave regularly, honestly, and cooperatively while sharing common 

norms and values. Finally, Rotter (1971) emphasizes one party's capacity to depend on another's 

word or promise, pointing out the necessity for consistency. These above approaches consider 
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the aspects of beliefs about characteristics of trust. Another perspective, which focuses on the 

behavior intentions and behavior as the important components of trust, refers trust to “actions 

that increase one's vulnerability to another” (Deutsch, 1962, p. 276). Meanwhile, some 

researchers argue that both beliefs and behavior intentions must be available for trust to exist 

(e.g., Moorman et al., 1992). Lewis and Weigert (1985) also suggest that trust requires more than 

just establishing beliefs about another's trustworthiness; a willingness to behave based on those 

beliefs must be present. With the aim to covering all the mentioned perspectives of trust, Doney 

et al. (1998) provide a comprehensive definition of trust, which is “a willingness to rely on 

another party and to take action in circumstances where such action makes one vulnerable to the 

other part” (p. 604).  Similarly, trust is referred to “the willingness of a party to be vulnerable to 

the actions of another party based on the expectation that the other will perform a particular 

action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or control that other party” 

(Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995, p.715). In the view of the two all-inclusive definitions, 

expectations towards an individual's trustworthiness navigate a trustor's behavior, and therefore 

both elements are required for trust to be present. It is also argued that the trustors involved in 

one or more cognitive processes to decide whether or not to trust the target (Doney et al., 1998). 

According to Mayer et al. (1995), this approach is relevant to a relationship with the identifiable 

party who is supposed to behave with volition towards the trustor. This kind of relationship is 

similar to the transaction circumstance in the context of sharing economy, wherein both parties 

are exhibiting vulnerability to the other and possess a particular expectation about the act and 

react of the other party. Therefore, the comprehensive view of trust with both aspects of beliefs 

and behavior intentions or expectation is adopted in this paper.    

 

The concept of trust has been studied at different levels from macro environments (group, 

organization, society) to micro context (interpersonal) (Zimmer, 1972; Rousseau et al., 1998; 

Sheppard & Sherman, 1998). For the purpose of this paper, the authors mainly focus on 

interpersonal trust among individuals, which is a multidimensional construct including both 

cognitive and affective foundations (Lewis and Weigert, 1985). Trust, which is based on 

cognition, considers the calculative and rational characteristics of trustees, with the aim of 

reducing the complexity among social actors (Luhmann, 1979). These characteristics include 

integrity (the belief about the trustee’s honesty, keeping the promise), competence (Mayer et al., 

1995), reliability (McAllister, 1995; Rempel et al., 1985), and responsibility (Cook and Wall, 

1980). Trust is also assessed through various elements such as types of profession or occupation 

and levels of familiarity (friend versus stranger) (Goto, 1996). The cognition-based trust, 

therefore, depends more on information and evolves through communications among 

individuals. By contrast, trust with the affective foundations emphasizes the emotional attributes 

(such as benevolence, sympathy, care and concern for the welfare of the partners) and social 

skills of the actors (McAllister, 1995; Rempel et al., 1985). In addition, it is recognized that 

cognition-based trust has been studied mainly in the context of business relationships and 

working groups (Boon and Holmes, 1991). Whereas affect-based trust has been investigated 

particularly in the context of close social relationships such as family members, friends, and 

couples (Boon and Holmes, 1991). Hence, the importance of the cognition and affect-based trust 
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is assessed differently depending on various types of relationships, contexts, and situations 

(Lewis and Weigert, 1985). For instance, compared to cognition-based trust, affect-based trust 

has greater importance in close social relationships. However, cognition-based trust shows 

stronger importance in the groups that are less familiar among members such as working groups 

(Gabarro, 1978). Moreover, Meyerson et al. (1996) argued that in temporary working 

environment such as virtual teams, the development and maintenance of trust depend more on 

the cognitive aspect rather than an affective one. From that perspective, the authors believe that 

the importance of cognitive dimension is higher than the affective one. This is shown in the 

context of sharing economy, wherein people also temporarily engage in collaborative system 

through virtual means of communication. 

3.4.2 The trust-building processes  

Trust is identified as a multidimensional construct and the types of trust are also investigated in 

many studies. Most of them are researched in organizational contexts, virtual communities or 

electronic commerce (Abrams et al., 2003; Corritore, 2003; Gefen et al., 2003; McAllister, 1995; 

Parkhe, 1998; Paul & McDaniel, 2004; Ratnasingam, 2005; Zucker, 1986). Along with different 

relationships, trust is recognized in different forms that varies in both scope and level (Rousseau 

et al., 1998; Paul and McDaniel, 2004). Furthermore, it is suggested that the development of trust 

exhibits through repeated interactions along with time or through social network that individuals 

created (Ring & Van de Ven, 1992; Zaheer et al., 1998; Ba, 2001). Similarly, Siau & Shen 

(2003) state that building trust in e-commerce is a dynamic and time-consuming process since it 

involves the formation of initial trust and the repetition of trials until a solid loyalty is created. 

They also further propose that trust is fragile and easily damaged, therefore, continuous 

development of trust is necessarily required. 

 

While exploring how trust is changed over time, many scholars commonly discuss about the 

relationship of different types of trust and different stages of trust. Doney et al. (1998) outlined 

five processes of building trust and their underlying behavior assumption. Panteli and 

Sockalingam (2005) explain three forms of trust that are connected in a subsequent emphasis and 

the attainment of trust at one level facilitates the evolution of trust at the next stage. Paul and 

McDaniel (2004) propose the same idea that different types of trust may change and expand into 

another deeper form of trust. In other words, the initial establishment of trust paves the way for 

the development of relational trust (Rousseau et al., 1988; Lewicki and Bunker, 1996).  

 

With reference to prior literature related to trust-building processes, the authors further explain 

trust into three forms as calculation-based, prediction-based and transference-based process. The 

reasons why the authors adopt these types of trust to investigate in this research because they are 

applicable in terms of definition (covering the two mentioned aspects of trust: belief and 

behavior intention or expectation), and of being recognized as the interpersonal trust (with either 

cognitive or affective dimension). Furthermore, due to the similarities in trust issues and 
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transactions (McKnight & Chervany, 2001; Yoon & Occeña, 2015), the authors apply relevant 

forms of trust studied in the field of C2C e-commerce and examine them within the context of 

sharing economy. Institution-based trust, which is conceptualized as trust in C2C e-commerce 

for example, is investigated as one of the forms of transference-based trust in sharing economy. 

Also from the perspective of affective foundation, transference-based trust is viewed as 

benevolence trust (Jarvenpaa et al. 1998; Mayer et al. 1995). Hence, both forms of transference-

based trust: benevolence and institution are examined in this study. Table 1 summarizes the four 

mentioned trust-building processes, their base disciplines and dimensions, and underlying 

behavior assumptions within each processes. They are also discussed more detailed in the 

following parts. 

 

 
Table 1: Trust-building processes, Base disciplines, Interpersonal dimensions, and Underlying behavior assumptions 

(Doney et al., 1998, p. 604; Gefen, 2002) 

3.4.2.1 Calculation-based Trust 

Calculation-based trust is also described as calculative process trust (Luo & Najdawi, 2004), 

deterrence-based trust (Doney & Cannon, 1997; Ba, 2001; Lander et al., 2004), calculus-based 

trust (Rousseau et al. 1998), and economy-based trust (Hsu et al., 2007). It is also titled as 
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rational trust (Gambetta, 1988; Lewicki & Bunker, 1995, 1996; Mayer et al., 1995; Williamson, 

1993), contractual trust (Sako, 1991, 1992), and commitment trust (Newell & Swan, 2000). The 

trust-building process via calculation is developed through the cognitive foundations such as in 

the form of contractual agreement where both parties can be dependent on to behave according 

to detailed terms of the contract (Newell & Swan, 2000; Sako, 1991, 1992). Individuals decide 

whether or not to involve in a trusting relationship based on the rational assessment of the costs 

and benefits due to negative behavior (cheating) or positive behavior (cooperating) of the trustee 

(Gefen et al., 2003). In other words, the calculation-based trust is a form of economic exchange 

(Child 1998; Lane 1998; Lewicki & Bunker, 1996) and is shaped by economic benefits and 

concern of penalty of breaking the laws of trust (Panteli & Sockalingam, 2005).  

 

In this process, individuals are assumed to be economically and rationally motivated by their 

self-interests, which are to maximize expected benefits or minimize expected losses in the 

collaborative relationships (Kramer, 1999; Lewicki & Bunker 1996; Williamson, 1993). In order 

to build trust via a calculative process, trustors need to determine whether the trusted individuals' 

costs for opportunistic acts are greater than the perceived benefits. In other words, 

trustworthiness towards a trustee in the calculative process is built based on the behavioral 

assumption that most people act opportunistically for their own self-interests (Williamson, 

1985). An interesting point noticed by Nooteboom and Six (2003) is that opportunistic behavior 

can be present in a passive and an active form. They further explain that the passive form 

encompasses lack of effort or commitment to perform the best of one’s competence. Whereas the 

active form of opportunism involves the interest in seeking advantages from a partner 

(Nooteboom & Six, 2003). In the calculation process of building trust, the term “opportunistic 

behavior” is reserved for the latter. 

 

According to Ratnasingam (2005), economic benefit - the antecedent of calculative trust - is 

considered as something derived from saving in money or time (such as technical efficiencies, 

security solutions), and as something derived from a cost-benefit analysis. In the context of 

sharing economy, which provides improved usage of assets, economic benefit is significant 

competitive (Hamari & Ukkonen, 2013). For example, it is present in the form of replacing 

exclusive ownership of assets with more economic options (Hamari & Ukkonen, 2013). Users of 

sharing economy perceive economic benefits as time saving, money saving, no ownership duties 

or responsibilities, and providing autonomy (Seign & Bogenberger 2012). 

3.4.2.2 Prediction-based Trust 

The process of prediction-based trust is also labeled knowledge-based trust (Lander et al., 2004; 

Panteli & Sockalingam, 2005), information-based trust (Hsu et al., 2007), and process-based 

trust (Zucker, 1986). It relies on one party’s capacity to predict another party’s acts in order to 

reduce the sense of uncertainty and risk (Ba, 2001; Deutsch, 1960; Rempel & Holmes, 1986; 

Shapiro et al., 1992). In other words, trust arisen via prediction process depends on information 
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rather than the fear of penalty or reward of being trustworthy (Lander et al., 2004). In this stage, 

the trustor determines trust towards the trusted individual based on prior experiences or their past 

actions, which illustrates that the future behavior of that target is predictable (Doney et al., 

1998). Similarly, the prediction-based trust, which is also known as process-based trust (Zucker, 

1986), emerges from repeated transactions. It sustains as long as the trusted individual’s action 

remains certain, so that a trustor's knowledge is confirmed (Shapiro et al., 1992). 

 

The prediction-based trust requires information about the trusted individual's past actions, which 

means that the greater the variety of prior shared experiences, the greater the achieved 

knowledge or information base and the more a target's action becomes foreseeable (Lewicki & 

Bunker, 1995). From that perspective, trust engenders when the trustor obtains confidence that 

he or she is able to anticipate the trusted individual's future behavior with accuracy. Therefore, a 

behavioral assumption, which is fundamental to the prediction process of trust-building, is that 

human behavior is consistent and predictable (Doney et al., 1998).  

3.4.2.3 Transference-based Trust 

Building trust via transference is the process during which trust is transferred from a known 

individual to an unknown one (Doney et al., 1998). It is also called as identification-based trust 

in which the trustor confers trust through sorts of identification: benevolence (Hsu et al., 2007; 

Lewicki and Bunker, 1996; Nooteboom, 1996, 2002) or institution (Zucker, 1986; Doney et al., 

1998). The two forms of identification or transference are explained in details in the following 

subsections. However, whether the forms of transference-based trust is benevolence or 

institution, it is both generated when strong ties (Granovetter, 1985) exist, which enables trust to 

be transferred easily between individuals (Doney et al., 1998). Also, a strong faith in people 

fosters confidence in others (Doney et al., 1998). 

3.4.2.3.1 In the form of Benevolence 

The transference-based trust in the form of benevolence is also termed relational trust (Jarvenpaa 

et al., 1998; Mayer et al., 1995), normative trust (Child, 1998), goodwill trust (Sako, 1991, 1992, 

1998), affect-based trust (McAllister, 1995), and companion trust (Newall & Swan, 2000). A 

motivation of doing good towards a relationship, especially with the absence of opportunistic 

behavior, is called “benevolence” or “goodwill”, and is the key to these definitions. In the form 

of benevolence, trust is developed, since the individuals understand and acknowledge the other’s 

desire, and this mutual understanding is evolved to the stage that each can definitely act for the 

other (Lander et al., 2004). In this process, trust contains the emotional interactions or bond 

between individuals (Hsu et al., 2007). Each puts emotional investments in the trusting 

relationships, exhibits truthful care, sympathy as well as concern for the welfare of partners, and 

believes in the inherent virtue of such relationships (McAllister, 1995). 
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Trust based on relational foundations such as benevolence is thought to be exclusively crucial to 

the success of collaborative activities (Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1998; Sako 1998). It represents 

sympathy between individuals without sharing their same cognitive framework (Nooteboom, 

1996, 2002). In such situations, individuals establish the strong inter-relationships and share 

identity that will allow people to work together and generate collective strengths (Panteli and 

Sockalingam, 2005). Moreover, benevolence is considered as one of the essential attributes 

representing trust in sharing economy (Kim et al., 2015). For example, if an individual decides to 

lend his or her privately owned property to strangers with benevolent purpose or without 

commercial purpose, this will naturally lead to great trust-building. Hence, it can be concluded 

that greater benevolence results in greater trust (Kim et al., 2015). 

3.4.2.3.2 In the form of Institution 

The transference-based trust is also recognized as institution-based trust, which involves support 

sources of trustworthiness of people and organizations (McKnight et al., 2002; Nooteboom, 

1999, 2002a). Strub and Priest (1976) explain trust-building in this stage as using a "third party's 

definition of another as a basis for defining that other as trustworthy" (p. 399). It means that the 

trustor transfers trust from a known individual or a trusted "proof source" to another individual 

whom the trustor has little or no direct experience (Milliman & Fugate, 1988; Strub & Priest, 

1976). Therefore, to build trust via a transference process in the form of institution, the trustors 

need to identify proof sources and generate links between these known individuals and unknown 

ones (Doney et al., 1998). 

 

According to Zucker (1986), certification, licenses, and brand names are referred to institutional 

sources. In the context of C2C e-commerce, third party recognition is considered to be a 

significant factor that reduces uncertainty and increase trust when one makes online transactions 

(Wakefield & Whitten, 2006). The similar idea is proposed in sharing economy. Review-rating 

system are the most common proof sources used to identify the trusted individuals (World 

Economic Forum, 2017). For example, Uber applies a two-way rating system, meaning that both 

drivers and riders can rate each other. AirBnB combines ratings and written reviews for both 

homeowners and guests. That company also applies a further step by linking to user’s Facebook 

connections in order to provide an added layer of social cross-check. Whereas Couchsurfing 

operates a credit card verification fee to verify the member’s identity. Better Business Bureau is 

another example of third-party review system applied in sharing economy. This organization 

focuses on marketplace trust, reviews of complaints and the degree of responsiveness to those 

complaints, and monitors factors such as business license status (Federal Trade Commission, 

2016). 

 

In addition, other institutional sources such as individual’s online profile and peer’s 

recommendations also play a key role in building trust via transference process. A survey of trust 

in sharing economy conducted by Kamal and Chen (2016) reveals that ninety percent of 
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respondents agree about the positive influence of recommendations from peers on their trust. 

Moreover, seventy-six percent of respondents in that survey agree that perceiving the 

individual’s online profile on social network can increase their level of trust. That finding is in 

accordance with the result from Ert et al.’s study (2016), which states that along with non-visual 

information (reviews), visual information (personal’s photo) has a supplement effect on trust-

building.      

4. Conceptual Model  

In order to answer the research question “Combining with elements of national culture, how do 

the four cognitive trust-building processes namely: Calculation, Prediction, Transference in the 

form of Benevolence, and Transference in the form of Institution, correlate with the willingness 

to participate in sharing economy in Sweden and Vietnam, particularly in the following contexts 

of sharing tangible assets?”, the authors developed a conceptual framework using relevant 

literatures mentioned earlier. In addition, the literatures regarding cultural norms and values such 

as Hofstede’s cultural dimensions were included to facilitate hypotheses. The purpose was to 

compare how different were the presented correlations between the trust-building processes and 

participation intention in the two target countries. A noticed thing is that the Hofstede’s cultural 

dimension of Uncertainty avoidance was not to be included since it showed a rather similar level 

in both mentioned countries, which made it difficult to compare (See part 5: Country 

descriptions). Furthermore, different types of trust may change and expand into another deeper 

form of trust (Paul & McDaniel, 2004), but the correlations among stages of building trust were 

not examined in this study.   

 

Since sharing economy is facilitated by online platforms, risk in this context is generated by 

information inequality that consequently results in identity uncertainty, fear of opportunistic 

behavior (Pavlou & Gefen, 2004). These aspects of risk, therefore, reduce participation intention 

(Pavlou & Gefen, 2004). Because a trustful relationship decreases the expectations of 

opportunistic acts and other uncertainties, previous research state that building trust plays a 

major role in decreasing perceived risks (Lamberton & Rose 2012; P. Pavlou & Gefen 2004; 

Sako & Helper 1998). Hence, the authors expect that individuals will be more willing to 

participate in sharing economy when they form trust. Specifically, the fear of opportunism, 

lacking information, identity uncertainty are expected to be reduced when calculation-based 

trust, prediction-based trust, transference-based trust (benevolence and institution) are developed 

respectively, which is linked to the individual’s intention to share. Also the hypotheses were 

proposed as following: 

 

 H1a: Calculation-based trust is positively associated with the willingness to participate 

 in sharing economy. 
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 H2a: Prediction-based trust is positively associated with the willingness to participate in 

 sharing economy. 

 

 H3a: Transference-based trust in the form of benevolence is positively associated with 

 the willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

 

 H4a: Transference-based trust in the form of institution is positively associated with the 

 willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

 

The possibility that an individual in a Collectivism society involves in opportunistic behavior is 

considered low because he or she tends to pursue group values and seek collective interests 

rather than his or her self-interest (Hofstede, 1984; Singh, 1990). However, it is not the case in a 

Individualism society where the self-serving behavior is supported. People in such Individualism 

culture are expected to promote their own self-interest and aim to maximize the benefits from 

any opportunities (Hofstede, 1984; Kale, 1991; Kale & Barnes, 1992; Singh, 1990; Ueno & 

Sekaran, 1992). Hence, the likelihood of opportunistic behavior is shown quite high in the 

Individualism societies, which draws a conclusion that individuals in Individualism culture are 

more likely to build trust via calculation process than those in Collectivism culture (Doney et al., 

1998). From that perspective, the authors expected that the correlation between calculative trust 

and participation intention in sharing economy will differ in the Individualism versus 

Collectivism culture. Therefore, it was hypothesized as following: 

 

 H1b: The higher the degree of Individualism in the society, the stronger the correlation 

 between the calculation-based trust and the willingness to participate in sharing 

 economy.     

 

The self-serving behavior is rare in a Feminine society as well, since it does not represent to a 

value system of Femininity: the society mainly focuses on nurturance, more cooperative and less 

aggressive behaviors. Whereas a pattern of aggressiveness, assertiveness, and competition is 

recognized in Masculinity society, which is entirely consistent with a tendency of opportunism 

(Hofstede, 1984). Moreover, in Masculine culture, “tough” values such as achievement, success, 

and making money explain that individuals may pay more attention to benefits that may 

accumulate from opportunistic behavior. Therefore, norms and values in Masculine culture are 

believed to promote the calculative trust (Doney et al., 1998). The relationship between 

calculation-based trust and participation intention in sharing economy was predicted to be 

different in Masculinity versus in Feminine society as the following hypothesis: 

 

 H1c: The higher the degree of Masculinity in the society, the stronger the correlation 

 between calculation-based trust and willingness to participate in sharing economy.  
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Regarding the cultural dimension of Power Distance, individuals in low Power Distance are 

more willing to participate in decision making and to consult with others as well as reduce the 

use of power (Hofstede, 1984; Kale & McIntyre, 1991). Opportunism may be less presented in 

such low Power Distance cultures (Doney et al., 1998). However, in high Power Distance 

societies where the pattern of power inequality is supported, evidences show that individuals will 

act for their personal gains (John, 1984). It also means that when attributions of influence are 

made to persuade, more opportunistic acts are increased (Doney et al., 1998). John (1984) also 

further explains that the awareness of increased centralization and controls (such as rule 

enforcement and monitoring) results in more opportunism. From that perspective, it can be 

concluded that individuals in high Power Distance cultures are more likely to act 

opportunistically and to form trust via calculation process (Doney et al., 1998). Hence, the 

authors expected a difference between relationships of calculative trust and participation 

intention in sharing economy in the two societies: high versus low Power Distance. The 

hypothesis was made as following:    

 

 H1d: The higher the degree of Power Distance in the society, the stronger the correlation 

 between calculation-based trust and willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

 

As be discussed early, predictable behavior is the main base to develop trust via prediction 

process. Predictable behavior is considered to be inconsistent with norms and values in 

Individualism cultures, which supports for distinctiveness and idiosyncrasy (Doney et al., 1998). 

Kale & McIntyre (1991) explain that Individualism societies accept great freedom in behavior 

and are tolerant of variance in an individual’s performance. In other words, the large level of 

freedom, which is endorsed by Individualism cultures, does not restrict variance in human 

behavior. By contrast, in Collectivism societies, guidelines are set for acceptable behaviors and 

people act accordingly to achieve the joint goals (Earley, 1989; Olson, 1971; Triandis, Leung, 

Villareal, & Clack, 1985; Ueno & Sekaran, 1992). Since individuals are expected to follow the 

group’s established norms and values, the level of compliance is high and irregular behaviors are 

not significant (Ueno & Sekaran, 1992). Behavior compliance, therefore, facilitate the prediction 

process by making it easier for the trustors to predict accurately an individual’s behavior (Doney 

et al., 1998). Thus, a higher correlation between the prediction-based trust and participation 

intention in sharing economy is expected to be shown for individuals in Collectivism societies.    

  

 H2b: The higher the degree of Collectivism in society, the stronger the correlation 

 between the prediction-based trust and the willingness to join the acts of sharing. 

 

Similarly, Doney et.al (1998) state that norms of harmony and endurance in Feminine societies 

do not facilitate the variance of acceptable behaviors to those supporting common benefits. This 

pattern also makes the prediction process easier for trustors when they forecast the trusted 

individual’s behavior in future. Hence, compared to individuals in Masculinity cultures, those in 
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Feminine societies are more likely to establish trust via prediction process. From that 

perspective, the authors expected a stronger relationship between prediction-based trust and 

participation intention in sharing economy illustrated in Feminine societies. The hypothesis was 

made as following: 

 

 H2c: The higher the degree of Feminine in society, the stronger the correlation between 

 the prediction-based trust and the willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

 

When it comes to Power Distance dimension, it is recognized that people in low Power Distance 

societies are less likely to comply and have more tendency to do whatever they want to do 

(Hofstede, 1984). To that extent, the freedom to act individually challenges a trustor’s 

competency to predict a trusted individual’s behavior (Doney et al., 1998). Whereas people in 

high Power Distance have more tendency to do what is accepted and proper rather than being 

independence (doing whatever they want to do) (Hofstede, 1984). Indeed, norms of compliance 

support evidence that an individual’s behavior is forecastable (Doney et al., 1998). Moreover, 

authoritarian patterns explain a low tolerance for variance in behavior, and consequently a high 

concern for predictability in trusting relationships (Doney et al., 1998; Hofstede, 1984). Thus, 

Doney et al. (1998) believe that individuals in high Power Distance are more likely to develop 

trust via prediction process than those in low Power Distance. To that extent, the authors 

expected a higher correlation between prediction-based trust and participation intention in 

sharing economy to be shown in high Power Distance societies.   

           

 H2d: The higher the degree of Power Distance in society, the stronger the correlation 

 between the prediction-based trust and the willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

 

As mentioned earlier, the strength of ties in a society is the main base that enables individuals to 

develop trust through the transference process in both forms of benevolence and institution. 

Therefore, the following hypotheses were built similarly in both forms. 

Taking the cultural dimension of Individualism versus Collectivism into consideration, it is 

recognized that Collectivism cultures show tighter integration than Individualism societies do 

(Kale & Barnes, 1992; Singh, 1990; Ueno & Sekaran, 1992), which makes it easier to transfer 

trust between individuals in Collectivism societies. Furthermore, Collectivism culture is 

characterized by the fact that failure of one member is considered as a shame to all members of 

the group, people who are allowed to have group’s status is highly trusted. In that way, it would 

be relatively easy for the trustor to identify proof sources related to an individual of in-groups, 

which fosters a greater confidence to build trust via transference process (Doney et al., 1998). 

From that perspective, the authors expected that the relationships between transference-based 

trust (in the form of either benevolence or institution) and willingness to participate in sharing 

economy would differ in Individualism versus in Collectivism societies as the following 

hypotheses: 
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 H3b: The higher the degree of Collectivism in society, the stronger the correlation 

 between the transference-based trust in the form of benevolence and the willingness to 

 participate in sharing economy. 

 

 H4b: The higher the degree of Collectivism in the society, the stronger the correlation 

 between the transference-based trust in the form of institution and the willingness to 

 participate in sharing economy. 

 

However, the transfer of trust seems to be difficult in Masculinity cultures where support 

independence (doing whatever they want to do) and wherein people tend to exhibit a skeptical 

view of others (Hofstede, 1984). This fact explains that the trustors have less tendency to build 

trust through proof sources from organizations and individuals. On the other hand, Feminine 

cultures are characterized by high level of benevolence (Gordon, 1976) and great attitude that 

people and society should be supported by business institutions (Hofstede, 1984). In other words, 

individuals and organizations are expected to be nurturing and supportive, therefore, are 

trustworthy in Feminine societies (Doney et al., 1998). In that sense, it can be concluded that 

trustors in Feminine societies are more likely to accept other individuals and institutions as 

trustful identification or proof source. Thus, a higher level of correlation between transference-

based trust (in the forms either of benevolence or institution) and participation willingness in 

sharing economy is expected to be shown in Feminine cultures as following: 

 

 H3d: The higher the degree of Feminine in society, the stronger the correlation between 

 the transference-based trust in the form of benevolence and the willingness to participate 

 in sharing economy. 

 

 H4d: The higher the degree of Feminine in the society, the stronger the correlation 

 between the transference-based trust in the form of institution and the willingness to 

 participate in sharing economy.    

  

In addition, trust-building via transference process in the form either of benevolence or 

institution is also activated when faith in individuals and organizations is high (Doney et al., 

1998). It is found that Power Distance dimension is closely connected to the willingness to place 

faith in others (Williams, Whyte & Green, 1966). Specifically, individuals in high Power 

Distance cultures feel more threatened by others and less likely to trust them (Kale & Barnes, 

1992). Consequently, low faith in individuals and organizations may reduce the ease with which 

trust is transferred from one person to another (Doney et al., 1998). By contrast, individuals in 

low Power Distance societies less consider others as threat and have more tendency to trust them 

(Kale & Barnes, 1992). Low Power Distance cultures are also characterized by the fact that faith 

in others is high; there are high degrees of cooperation between individuals; and relationships are 

relied on interdependence, harmony, and group affiliation (Negandhi & Prasad, 1971). Such 
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conditions, in fact, support the transfer of trust in low Power Distance cultures rather than in high 

Power Distance societies (Doney et al., 1998). Therefore, the stronger correlations between 

transference-based trust (in the form either of benevolence or institution) and participation 

intention in sharing economy are expected to be exhibited in low Power Distance cultures as 

following: 

 

 H3c: The lower the degree of Power Distance in society, the stronger the correlation 

 between the transference-based trust in the form of benevolence and the willingness to 

 participate in sharing economy. 

  

 H4c: The lower the degree of Power Distance in the society, the stronger correlation 

 between the transference-based trust in the form of institution and the willingness to 

 participate in sharing economy. 

 

Figure 1 summarizes the conceptual model. 

 
Figure 1 : Conceptual Model (Author’s graph, 2018) 
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5. Country descriptions in the context of sharing 

economy 

5.1 Sweden 

Sweden is a Scandinavian country in Northern Europe with a population of approximately 10,1 

millions (Statistiska Centralbyrån, 2018). According to the report of Swedish Enterprise Policy 

Forum (Felländer et al., 2015), sharing economy in Sweden is less developed in particular areas 

but more growing in others, compared to other European countries. Specifically, tangible assets 

(such as cars, bikes, accommodations, lands, co-working spaces, second-hand clothing, used 

tools and goods) are shared the most in Sweden. Although the trends of sharing tangible assets in 

Sweden have been dominated by international actors such as AirBnB and Uber, the local players 

are actively participating in this area by providing their own digital platforms (Felländer et al., 

2015) A large number of popular Swedish and global companies in this field are summarized in 

table 2. 

 

Meanwhile, the sharing of intangible assets (such as money, services) is also growing, with an 

increased number of Swedish and global crowdfunding platforms. Kickstarter, Indiegogo, 

Crowdcube are the well-known international players in the field of crowdfunding in Sweden. 

Whereas, FundedByMe – a Swedish firm offering all four crowdfunding activities: donation, 

reward, equity, and lending – has become not only the leading player in Swedish market but also 

the major European actor in this area (Felländer et al., 2015). 

 

Type of sharing International companies Swedish companies 

Cars Uber Bilplats.se 

Skjutsgruppen.nu 

Samåkning.se 

Sambil 

Car2Go 

Bilpoolen.nu 

SunFleet 

City Car Club 

Flexi Drive 
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Bikes None Lundahoj 

Styr & Ställ 

Citybikes 

Parking spaces JustPark Apparkingspot.com 

Co-working spaces Hoffice Impact Hub Stockholm 

United Spaces 

SUP46 

Epicenter 

The Castle 

Entreprenörskyrkan 

Workaroundtown 

Accommodations 

(travel and housing sector) 

AirBnB 

Intervac-homeexchange.com 

Bostadsbyte.com 

Semesterbyte.com 

Fritden.se 

Blocket 

Small consumables: 

Clothing 

  

  

  

  

Tools 

  

Used goods 

None Kladbytardagar.se 

Kladbytardag.nu 

Swopshop 

Wear Wise (textile 

recycling) 

 

  

ToolPool 

  

Bjussa.se 

Bort.nu 

Bortskankes.se 

Syndatkasta.se 

Several local community 

Facebook groups 

 

Table 2 : List of well-established companies in the field of sharing tangible assets in Sweden  

(Felländer et al., 2015)  
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5.2 Vietnam 

Vietnam is a Southeast Asian country by the South China sea and bordering Cambodia, Laos and 

China with a population of approximately 92.700.000 (United Nations, 2017). Sharing economy 

in Vietnam is developing at a fast pace, especially in the larger cities such as Ho Chi Minh City 

and Hanoi. It is spreading across the country (Phuong & Van, 2018). In Vietnam, Uber, 

Couchsurfing and Grab are prime examples, and they are well-known within the sharing 

economy community, even though they only entered the Vietnamese market and community a 

few years ago (Phuong & Van, 2018). The rise and exploration of sharing economy platforms 

has mainly been powered by the boom of smartphone usages, which gave a rapid access of 

Internet to many (Nielsen, 2017). According to a report by global measurement and data 

analytics firm Nielsen, approximately half of Vietnam's population are online and over 65% own 

a smartphone (Nielsen, 2017). Even though the Vietnamese sharing economy has been 

developed and dominated by international actors such as Uber and AirBnB, there are several 

local companies and sharing platforms, with focus on tangible assets, that has developed and 

established on in the Vietnamese sharing society (Phuong & Van, 2018). Below is a summary of 

popular Vietnamese and global companies in this field are summarized in table 3. 

 

Type of sharing International companies Vietnamese companies 

Cars and Motorbikes Uber 

Grab 

Dichung.vn 

Co-working spaces Coworker.com 

Big Work 

Dreamplex 

Saigon Co-working 

Saigon Hub 

Accommodations 

(travel and housing sector) 

AirBnB 

TravelMob 

Trip.me 

ILikeLocal 

WithLocals 

TimTro.vn 

Small consumables 

(Clothing, Tools, Used 

goods) 

None Chotot.vn 

Fastsell.vn 

Table 3 : List of well-established companies in the field of sharing tangible assets in Vietnam 
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5.3 Hofstede’s Country Comparison 

Figure 2 illustrates how Hofstede’s cultural dimensions are applied and how they differ in the 

two target countries: Sweden and Vietnam. Each dimensions is measured by score between 0 - 

100 in which the score of 0 represents for lowest cultural dimension of the country and 100 is for 

the highest one.   

 

 
 Figure 2: The cultural dimensions of Sweden and Vietnam (Hofstede Insights, 2018) 

 

It is apparently seen that three categories, namely Power Distance, Individualism, and 

Masculinity, differ significantly among the two focused countries, whereas Uncertainty 

Avoidance dimension shows a rather harmonized level. Specifically, the most remarkable 

difference is within the dimension of Individualism, where Sweden’s level is particularly high 

(score of 71) compared to the low degree of Vietnam (score of 20). This fact explains that 

Vietnam follows the collective culture where strong relationships, close long-term commitment 

to their in-group, and loyalty are facilitated. These characteristics are not fostered in the 

individualist societies like Sweden.  

 

On the contrary, the level of power distance in Sweden is low (score of 31), which means that 

Swedish styles are characterized as the followings: not being dependent on authority, less 

hierarchical relations or only hierarchy for convenience, decentralized power, equal rights, and 

empowers. Whereas Vietnam has in comparison a high level of power distance with the score of 

70, which illustrates the fact that hierarchical orientations and centralization are commonly 

accepted within this country.  

 

Not only the level of power distance but also the level of masculinity in Sweden is extremely 

lower than in Vietnam (5 as opposed to 40). It highlights that Sweden hold the stronger views on 
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gender equality, which is in accordance to the result of the annual Global Gender Gap Report 

showing that Sweden has constantly been in the top five in the Gender Gap rankings (World 

Economic Forum, 2017). 

 

It is also interesting to see that the level of uncertainty avoidance is similarly low in all two 

countries Sweden and Vietnam, with the score of 29 and 30 respectively. This means that both 

Swedes and Vietnamese do accept the ambiguous or unpredictable situation instead of beating it.   

6. Analysis and Discussion of empirical data 

6.1 Sharing Economy  

Through the following sections, the authors will present data that has been categorized by 

nationality and as followed. First, people that has both knowledge and usage experience of 

sharing activities: KYEY (Knowledge Yes Experience Yes). Second, people that have 

knowledge but no usage experience of sharing services; KYEN (Knowledge Yes Experience 

No). Third, people that have neither knowledge nor usage experience of sharing services: KNEN 

(Knowledge No Experience No). However, the last category; KNEN, will not be presented and 

analysed due to low respondents within this category and therefore the data cannot be classified 

as reliable. Among the Swedish respondents, 62.08% have both knowledge and experience of 

sharing services while 34.55% have only knowledge. Among the Vietnamese respondents, 79. 

39% have both knowledge and experience while 16.28 have only knowledge. As stated in the 

introduction, this research aims to explore sharing economy in three different contexts of 

sharing. Thus, the analysis and discussion will be divided according to the three chosen contexts. 

In the questionnaire, the respondents have been given answer options as a five-point likert scale, 

from strongly disagree to strongly agree. The tables in this following section will present the data 

according to the five-likert scale used in the questionnaire. Moreover, in the discussion of the 

data, the authors have summarized it into three categories; disagree, neutral and agree. See 

Appendix 4 for raw data. 

6.1.1 Openness to share 

When it comes to people’s openness and interest to the idea of sharing, the authors have found 

the following within the two categories of knowledge and experience within the three different 

sharing contexts: accommodation, private transportation, and tangible goods. 

6.1.1.1 Accommodation 

In the context of sharing accommodation, among  Swedish KYEY, 57.74% agreed that they were 

open to the idea compared to 47.11% of the Vietnamese respondents. Respondents that stated to 

be neutral were of similar percentage while those who disagreed had a larger representation in 
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Vietnam than in Sweden. Among KYEN, 51.88% of the Swedish and 59.37%  of the Vietnamese 

answered that they are open to the idea of sharing accommodation, almost identical percentage 

were neutral and a slight larger percentage of the Swedish respondents, compared to the 

Vietnamese, stated to be negative towards the idea. Comparing the two categories and the 

nationalities, it can be stated that the Swedish respondents with knowledge and usage experience 

of sharing services are more open to the idea to share while the opposite can be said about the 

Vietnamese respondents of the same category.  

6.1.1.2 Private transportation 

In the context of sharing private transportation, 57.33% among the Swedish KYEY and 56.41% 

of the Vietnamese stated to be open to the idea to join sharing activities. Compared to KYEN 

with 56.39% Swedish were positive and 32.83% Vietnamese agreeing while 54.69% stated to be 

neutral compared to 35.34% in Sweden. A larger percentage among the Vietnamese KYEY, 

19.87%, said to be negative towards the idea of sharing private transportation compared to 

10.88% Swedish.  

6.1.1.3 Tangible goods 

In the context of sharing tangible goods, among Vietnamese KYEY only 33.33% stated to be 

open towards the idea while 47.28% Swedish said to be open. Among KYEN, there were a 

similar representation of positive respondents at 44.37% Swedish and 46.88% Vietnamese. 

However, 40.60% Swedish stated to be neutral while only 23.44% Vietnamese resulting in a 

higher percentage of negative respondents in Vietnam of 29.66% and 15.03% in Sweden.    

6.1.1.4 Discussion 

One finding among the Vietnamese responses were that a significantly larger percentage among 

those with both knowledge and experience of sharing activities in the context of sharing 

accommodation were positive to the idea of sharing compared to the other two contexts as well 

as compared to those without experience of sharing activities. Furthermore, there is a difference 

between Vietnamese with experience and those without in their openness to share private 

transportation and tangible goods. Those with experience being the negative group towards 

tangible goods while those without, being more negative towards private transportation. Among 

the Swedish respondents, those who have both knowledge and experience were more open to 

share in all contexts of sharing compared to the swedes without experience. Thus, Swedish 

people with experience were more open toward sharing than those without and Vietnamese with 

experience were more open towards sharing accommodation while those without experience 

were more open toward sharing tangible goods and private transportation.  

6.1.2 Reasons to share 

In the following section the authors have not used the categorization based upon knowledge and 

experience but categorized according to nationality. The reasons to share can be many. As 
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mentioned earlier, previous research states that main reasons for participating in sharing 

activities are foremost monterey even though there is a general belief that environmental 

awareness is the dominant motivation (Barnes & Mattson, 2016). In the questionnaire, the 

respondents were given six alternatives with multiple options to answer as well as the option to 

provide with their own comments or reason to join the act of sharing. With few previous studies 

of motivations and reasons to share and none done in specific country, context of sharing or 

regarding specific service or goods to share, the following findings can therefore be considered 

new to the scientific field of sharing economy.  

6.1.2.1 Sweden 

Reasons to join the act of sharing in the context of sharing accommodation are dominated by one 

main factor, shared cost, chosen by 293 out 385 respondents (76.1%). The five remaining factors 

can be considered somewhat equally chosen, except for shared responsibility with only 87 

respondents (22.6%). In the context of sharing private transportation, two reasons could be 

highlighted as the dominant and most preferred factors; Shared costs chosen by 332 (86.2%) and 

environment & sustainability chosen by 251 out of 385 (65.2%). The remaining reasons were all 

chosen by 60 - 70 respondents expect for infrequent use that gained a higher position with its 117 

respondents (30.4%). In the context of sharing tangible goods, the reasons to share are divided 

into two categories, with three dominant reasons and three significant less dominant. Shared 

costs, environment & sustainability and infrequent use were all chosen by 231 (60%) - 196 

(50.9%) respondents while opportunity to earn money, shared responsibility and social company 

only gain between 69 (17.9%) - 36 (9.4%) respondents, with social company being the least 

chosen reason to join the act of sharing.  

 

The dominant and less dominant reasons to join sharing activities differ between the different 

contexts regarding what to share. However, in all contexts shared costs was the most dominant 

reason, followed by environment & sustainability while social company and opportunity to earn 

money had little interest, especially in the contexts of private transportation and tangible goods. 

These results can be found in figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Main reasons to join the act of sharing in Sweden 

6.1.2.2 Vietnam 

In Vietnam, the reasons to join the act of sharing in the context of accommodation are dominated 

by one factor, shared costs, selected by 309 (78.6%) out of the total of 393. Approximately half 

of the respondents stating shared costs was a main reason to share chose opportunity to earn 

money and social company with the least selected reasons to join; environment & sustainability 

and infrequent use that both only were selected by 73 (18.6%) respondents. Reasons to join 

sharing activities in the context of private transportation were as well dominated by shared costs 

by 265 (67.4%) selections and followed by environment & sustainability at 161 (41%). Least 

selected with only 60 (15.3%) and 41 (10.4%) were infrequent use and shared responsibility. In 

the context of tangible goods, a significant lower number overall stated reasons to join sharing 

activities. The dominant reason in this context were infrequent use at 165 (42%) followed by 

shared costs at 134 (34.1%) and environment & sustainability at 120 (30.5%). The least preferred 

reason were shared responsibility.  

 

In the context of accommodation and private transportation, shared cost was the significant 

dominant reason while in the context of tangible goods, the reasons to join were more evenly 

selected with shared costs at second place. Even though opportunity to earn money was not a 

dominant reason to share in any of the three contexts, it was still chosen as the as the top three 

reason to share in two contexts, accommodation and private transportation, and the fourth in 

tangible goods. Results can be found in figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Main reasons to join the act of sharing in Vietnam 

6.1.2.3 Discussion  

Comparing the result of the reasons to join the act of sharing in three different contexts in 

Sweden and Vietnam, there are several aspects that stand out. In both countries and in all 

contexts, except for tangible goods in Vietnam, shared costs were given as the dominant reason 

to join sharing activities. However, in Sweden, the other monetary reason to join, opportunity to 

earn money, were in all contexts a low selected reason, while in Vietnam, it ranked as top three, 

even though it had low popularity as selected reason compared to the number of respondents. 

Barnes and Mattson (2016) and Sundararajan (2016) stated that motivation for participating in 

sharing activities were of economic characters and underpinned by economic problems with a 

need to economize, this can partly be confirmed with the result of the dominant selection of 

shared costs as reason to join. However with the low selection of opportunity to earn money, it 

can be suggested that the respondents in Sweden and Vietnam have a motivation to spend less 

through sharing costs but might not be motivated as strongly to actually earn money through 

their sharing activities. Another interesting observation is the high selection of environment & 

sustainability in foremost Sweden's all three contexts but also in Vietnam except for in the 

context of accommodation. Previous researcher (Barnes & Mattson, 2016; Botsman & Rogers, 

2010) states that environmental motivation to join sharing economy is low, which are not 

supported with the findings in this research. Lastly, there were significantly fewer Vietnamese 

respondents that stated reasons to share in the context of tangible goods. An explanation for this 

can be the lack of interest to sharing tangible goods. Some comments touching this topic made 

by Vietnamese respondents were: 

 

“I am not comfortable sharing personal objects” 

- Vietnamese, female 
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“I don't usually share personal belongings with others due to hygiene reason and privacy 

preference (except in emergency)” 

- Vietnamese, female 

 

“I don't like the idea of sharing tangible goods with other people” 

- Vietnamese, female 

 

The lack of interest and reservation to share tangible goods can be connected to Gullstrand 

Edbring et al., (2016) and Bardhi and Eckhardt (2012) findings that hygiene was considered a 

strong barrier when participating in sharing especially seen among the Vietnamese respondents 

compared to Sweden's.  

 

6.1.3 Complexity and Time Consumption as a Barrier 

In the following section, time connected barriers that hinder sharing are explored through the 

collected data gathered from the following questions; “I believe that the process of starting to 

share is time consuming”, “I believe that the process of starting to share is complicated” and “I 

feel that sharing is time consuming”. The authors have found the following within the two 

categories of knowledge and experience as well as the three different sharing contexts; 

accommodation, private transportation and tangible goods. 

6.1.3.1 Accommodation 

In the context of sharing accommodation among KYEY in Sweden and Vietnam, almost and 

identical percentage, 46.02% Swedish and 46.15% Vietnamese, believes that the process of 

starting to share is time consuming. A similar response could also be found within the category 

among those who were neutral and those who did not believe it to be time consuming. In Sweden 

among KYEY, only 37.24% believed the process to starting to share was complicated compared 

to Vietnam with 56.73%. Among KYEN, those with knowledge but no experience of sharing, 

51.13% Swedes believed that the starting up process is time consuming compared to only 

34.38% Vietnamese. However, a larger group of 54.69% among the Vietnamese remained 

neutral in this statement compared to 33.08% in Sweden. 54.89% of the Swedish respondents 

and 75.01% Vietnamese believes the process of sharing to be complicated, resulting in a larger 

percentage of Swedes believing it not to be complicated. Lastly, in the statement of sharing is 

time consuming, the respondents of both countries, in both categories; KYEY and KYEN, were 

almost identical with a third agreed, a third neutral and a third disagreed with the statement.   

6.1.3.2 Private transportation 

In the context of sharing private transportation among KYEY about a quarter of the respondents 

in both Sweden and Vietnam disagrees with starting up the process to share is time consuming. 

A slightly higher percentage of 42.67% in Sweden agree with the statement compared to 36.54% 
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in Vietnam. Among the Swedish respondents 39.75% believe that it is not complicated to start 

sharing compared to 28.20% in Sweden. However, in both countries, a third believe the process 

to be complicated with the dominant response in Vietnam is neutral. Among KYEN, there is also 

a  slight difference with Sweden having barely a majority of respondents believing it to be time 

consuming to start the process compared to just above the majority believing so among the 

Vietnamese. A majority, 65.63%, Vietnamese believes the process to be time consuming, while 

in Sweden, only 44.37% believed so. In the statement of sharing is time consuming, the 

respondents in both countries as well as in both categories; KYEY and KYEN, were almost 

identical with a somewhat larger third agreed, a third neutral and a somewhat smaller third 

disagreed with the statement.   

6.1.3.3 Tangible goods 

Among the Swedish KYEY, 43.94% believed that starting up the process to share is time 

consuming compared to 34.29% of the Vietnamese. Regarding whether the starting up process is 

complicated 46.02% Swedish and 41.66% Vietnamese believe so. When comparing the two 

KYEN groups there are differences between the two countries. 48.12% of the Swedish 

respondents agree with it being complicated while 62.50% of the Vietnamese believe so. There 

was a large difference between the Vietnamese with experience and those without whether the 

starting up process is complicated, 34.29% of those with experience believed it to be complicated 

compared to 62.5% among those without experience. In the statement of sharing is time 

consuming, the respondents of both countries in both categories; KYEY and KYEN, were almost 

identical with a somewhat larger third agreed, a third neutral and a somewhat smaller third 

disagreed with the statement. 

 

6.1.3.4 Discussion 

In the context of sharing accommodation, an equal amount of percentage, 46%, among those 

with both knowledge and experience of sharing in both countries believed that the starting up 

process to share was time consuming. There is a significantly larger percentage among the 

Vietnamese with both knowledge and experience that believe the starting up process is 

complicated in the context of accommodation, 56.73%, compared to private transportation 

36.54% and tangible goods 41.66%. Vietnamese with only knowledge and no experience had a 

higher belief that the process to start sharing would be complicated in all three contexts 

compared to the Swedish respondents. Previous research (Clausen et al., 2010) identified similar 

barriers within the online second hand market, were customers have a perceived idea that the 

process to buy or sell is complicated and therefore might not be worth the time and effort as well 

as the financial compensation. The same perceived barrier of a complicated process with low 

compensation could therefore be seen in sharing. It is even more evident in the context of sharing 

accommodation in Sweden and tangible goods in Vietnam, especially among those with no 

previous experience of sharing activities.  
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The swedes had a higher belief compared to the Vietnamese that the process is time consuming 

in the context of sharing accommodation, however not regarding private transportation and 

tangible goods were the swedes have a lower percentage. There was an agreement in both 

countries, and in both groups, in all contexts of sharing is time consuming, were roughly a third 

believes so, a third is neutral and a third disagree. As seen in the context of sharing tangible 

goods and private transportation, those without experience in Vietnam had double as many that 

believed it to be time consuming to start sharing compared to those with experience. This is 

applicable to Swedish respondents as well but not in the same extend.  

 

“Sharing home seems the easiest, people can just come and sleep and mind their own business. 

Physical objects however feels time consuming and impractical to some degree. Also restricted 

to only some type of objects.” 

- Swedish, female  

 

“It’s always time consuming to do something you are not used to, and I personally investigate 

private accommodation more than commercial, so that’s time consuming too.” 

- Swedish, male  

 

“It is time consuming if I am the owner of the accommodation and transportation” 

- Vietnamese, male 

 

Thus, it can be suggested that with the lack of experience there could be is barrier of perceived 

difficulties, time consuming and complicated to start the process, connected to sharing. However, 

the act of sharing itself as time consuming had no differences in respondents among those with 

and without experience.    

6.1.4 Other barriers 

In the following section, barriers that hinder interest or participation in sharing activities are 

explored through the collected data gathered from the following questions; “I feel confident that 

the people I share with will take good care of my properties”, “I am confident that the person 

whom I share with will compensate if goods are damaged, broken or returned late”, “I believe 

that sharing includes social contact outside of the internet” and “Social contact with new people 

is a positive aspect of the following acts of sharing”.  

6.1.4.1 Accommodation 

There was a big difference in general between the Swedish and Vietnamese respondents when it 

came to feeling confident that people would take good care of their properties. For KYEY, 

48.77% Swedes were confident, and 27.57% for Vietnamese. Among KYEN, 36.09% Swedes 

and 20.31% Vietnamese stated to be confident. Another aspect to highlight were the significant 
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differences among the KYEN, with the Swedish respondents of 32.33% neutral and 32.21% did 

not feel confident, while among the Vietnamese 67.19% stated to be neutral and only 12.5% did 

not feel confident that people would take good care of the properties shared. Among both KYEY 

and KYEN Vietnamese felt more confident than Swedes that people would compensate them if 

goods were broken, damaged or returned late. 39.75% Swedish KYEY and 48.40% Vietnamese, 

46.61% Swedes and 56.62% Vietnamese KYEN agreed to the statement. Swedes were overall 

more disagreeing to the statement. There was a large similarity among in KYEY with 70.29% 

Swedes and 66.40% Vietnamese agreeing that sharing includes social contact outside the 

Internet. However, in KYEN, 81,96% Swedes agreed while only 54.69% of the Vietnamese 

respondents agreed and 39.07% Vietnamese disagreed with the statement that sharing includes 

social contact. Lastly, 61.93% Swedes and 62.82% Vietnamese respondents in KYEY agreed 

that social contact with new people is a positive aspect of sharing, while 63.16% Swedish and 

48.44% Vietnamese respondents in KYEN agreed to the statement and 42.19% Vietnamese 

reported to be neutral.   

6.1.4.2 Private transportation 

In the context of private transportation, a general difference between Swedish and Vietnamese 

respondents could be found when it came to feeling confident that people would take good care 

of their properties. Among KYEY, 46.86% Swedes and 22.24% Vietnamese agreed to feel 

confident. For KYEN, a significant large percentage among the Swedes, 39.85%, were confident 

compared to 15.62% among the Vietnamese respondents. However, Vietnamese respondents 

were more neutral, while the Swedes disagreed in a larger scale to this statement. The Swedish 

(38.91%) and Vietnamese (36.31%) respondents in KYEY agreed to the statement that they were 

confident that people would compensate if the goods the shared got damaged, broken or returned 

late. While among KYEN, 45.86% Swedish respondents agreed compared to only 26.57% 

Vietnamese while 59.38% stated to be neutral. In both KYEY and KYEN, Swedish and 

Vietnamese respondents have a similar high percentage of respondents agreeing that sharing 

includes social contact, 61% among KYEY and 77% among KYEN. Lastly, 53.14% Swedish 

and 56.09% Vietnamese respondents in KYEY agreed that social contact with new people is a 

positive aspect of Sharing, while 60.15% Swedish and 78.15% Vietnamese respondents in 

KYEN agreed to the statement.   

6.1.4.3 Tangible goods 

Among KYEY, 35.57% Swedes and 22.11% Vietnamese stated to be confident that the people 

who share their good would take good care of them. However, Swedes disagreed in a larger scale 

than the Vietnamese, who had a majority of respondents being neutral to the statement. For 

KYEN, a significant large percentage among Swedes, 34.59%, were confident compared to 

12.50% among Vietnamese respondents. However, Vietnamese respondents were more neutral 

while the Swedes disagreed in a larger scale to this statement. Among KYEN, 60.94% 

Vietnamese and 42.11% Swedish agreed, while in KYEY 60.94% Vietnamese and 34.73% 
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Swedish agreed to the statement that people would compensate if the goods they shared would 

get damaged, broken or returned late. In both KYEY and KYEN, the Swedish and Vietnamese 

respondents have a similar high percentage of respondents agreeing that sharing includes social 

contact, around 55% among KYEY and 70% among KYEN. Lastly, 45.19% Swedish and 

48.40% Vietnamese respondents in KYEY agreed that social contact with new people is a 

positive aspect of sharing, while 56.39% Swedish and 71.88% Vietnamese respondents in KYEN 

agreed to the statement.   

6.1.4.4 Discussion/Comparison  

In general, for all contexts, Swedes were more positive than Vietnamese in agreeing to the 

statement that they felt confident that the people they share with would take good care of their 

goods. Vietnamese stayed more neutral in the matter, especially among those without experience 

of sharing activities. In the context of sharing accommodation and tangible goods, the 

Vietnamese respondents, both with and without knowledge, were more confident than the 

Swedish respondent that people would compensate if goods they had shared to others got 

damaged, broken or returned late. However, in the context of private transportation, among those 

who have no experience, a significant larger percentage of Swedish respondents were confident 

that they would be compensated compared to Vietnamese. As previous researchers found, there 

is an uncertainty about rules in the event of the product being broken or damaged during the 

sharing process (Catulli, 2012; Bardhi & Eckhardt, 2012), which can be confirmed by the 

presented data in this research. However, previous research have not categorized their 

respondents but made generalized findings. Through the data in this research, it is suggested that 

the scepticism and uncertainty differ depending if the person have previous experience of sharing 

activities or not and that national culture may have an impact as well. Uncertainty and disbelief 

to be compensated was larger among Swedes and people without previous experience of sharing 

activities are more believing that they will be compensated. Thus, a barrier of disbelief and 

uncertainty to get compensation can be found in a larger scale among those with knowledge and 

experience as well as among Swedes when compared to Vietnamese as seen in the comments 

below.  

 

“Hard to trust strangers. Would not share with anyone, would want some type of guarantee that 

stuff will be well taken care of. “ 

- Swedish, female 

 

I don't trust people I don't know. I only trust myself that I would restore/repay any possible 

damage done to someone else's belongings, without any hassle. I would only share objects I am 

ok with losing to strangers in case of damage/theft. 

- Swedish, male 

-  
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When it came to the aspect of social contact in sharing economy and its connection to sharing 

and whether it is a positive aspect, a large percentage in both countries among those with 

experience and those without, agreed that social contact outside of the Internet is a part of 

sharing. Fewer than those agreeing on the previous statement agreed that it is a positive aspect of 

sharing. Those with highest percentage of agreeing were among those with no experience of 

sharing and in the Vietnamese context of private transportation and tangible goods. McArthur 

(2015) states that the motivation to share differ due to the factor whether the exchanges are 

monetized or not, as shown on non-commercial platforms where consumers are motivated by the 

need for social contact and the desire of belonging to a community as well as sustainability 

motivations which could explain a decrease of seeing social contact as a positive aspect.  

 

In the first section of this analysis, the reasons to share were explored with the result that the 

dominant factors are shared cost in all contexts and social contact are the least chosen reason to 

join sharing in Sweden and only popular in Vietnam in the context of sharing accommodation. 

With the result of a high percentage believing that sharing includes social contact outside of the 

Internet and a lower percentage of them then answering it to be a positive aspect of sharing 

combined with social contact not being a high reason to join sharing activities, conclusions can 

be drawn that this is a potential barrier. An explanation could be found linked to Zvolskas (2015) 

findings that participants show less interest in social interaction if the sharing platform is of 

commercial character were people are mainly motivated by economic factors and convenience. 

In that context, the idea of social contact can become a barrier that hinders people's interest to 

join in sharing activities. However, on a sharing platform that has no commercial purpose, the 

social contact can instead become the strength and motivation to start sharing.  

6.2 Trust-building processes 

In the following sections of analysing trust-building processes in the context of sharing economy, 

the analysis is performed through categorization of different stages of establishing trust as 

presented in the theoretical approach with connected hypothesis. The gathered data regarding 

trust have been categorized according to nationality and analyzed in the three different contexts 

of sharing; accommodation, private transportation and tangible goods.  

6.2.1 Calculation-based trust 

In the process of building trust via calculation, individuals are assumed to be economically 

motivated by the costs-benefits analysis and to act opportunistically for seeking their self-

interests (Doney et al., 1998; Gefen, 2002; Kramer, 1999; Lewicki & Bunker 1996; Williamson, 

1993). Compared to Swedes, Vietnamese showed stronger agreements on opportunistic behavior 

as well as being economically and rationally motivated by the costs-benefits analysis in all three 

contexts of sharing: accommodation, private transportation, and tangible goods. It showed that 

Vietnamese are more likely to build trust via calculation process than Swedish people. This fact 
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was in accordance to Doney et al.’s proposition (1998) that individuals in the societies where 

support norms and values of Masculinity and of Power Distance tend to develop calculative trust. 

And Vietnam was that case. One of Vietnamese respondents commented in all three contexts of 

sharing that “Concerning benefits of sharing is strongly essential thing” (Female, employed, 23 - 

29 years old) 

 

To be more detailed, in the context of sharing accommodation (see figure 5), the majority of 

Vietnamese (strongly) agreed (aggregation of both Agree and Strongly Agree) that they 

embraced opportunistic behavior (60.31%) and rationally assessed the costs versus benefits while 

participating in sharing activities (74.55%). A lower level of agreement on opportunism was 

shown among Swedish respondents. 36.36% of them (strongly) agreed, whereas 33.77% of them 

were neutral and 29.87% of them disagreed on opportunistic acts. However, the majority of 

Swedes (strongly) agreed on rational assessment of the costs versus benefits while participating 

in sharing activities (55.07%). 

 

  
Figure 5: Calculation-based trust in the context of sharing Accommodation (Authors’ graph, 2018) 

 

A relatively similar pattern was shown in the context of sharing private transportation (Figure 6) 

and tangible goods (Figure 7). 52.93% and 46.06% of Vietnamese (strongly) agreed that they 

behaved opportunistically in the two mentioned sharing contexts respectively. They also 

carefully assessed the costs versus benefits while sharing private transportation (68.45% of 

(strongly) agreed opinions) and tangible goods (57.76% of (strongly) agreed opinions). 

Meanwhile, 55.84% and 44.68% of Swedes (strongly) agreed on opportunism, but 35.84% and 

30.39% of Swedes rationally calculated the costs-benefits when they participated in the sharing 

contexts: private transportation and tangible goods respectively. 
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Figure 6: Calculation-based trust in the context of sharing Private Transportation (Authors’ graph, 2018) 

 

 
Figure 7: Calculation-based trust in the context of sharing Tangible Goods (Authors’ graph, 2018) 

6.2.2 Prediction-based trust 

In the prediction process, the trustor decides to trust an individual based on prior shared 

experiences or the target’s past actions, which illustrates that the future behavior of that target is 

predictable (Doney et al., 1998; Lewicki & Bunker, 1995). It was supported by the results of 

relatively high levels of agreement shown in all three sharing contexts and in both countries 

(Sweden and Vietnam). However, a higher degree of agreement was recognized in Swedish 

responses than in Vietnamese one within all three contexts of sharing economy, which may draw 

a conclusion that Swedes have more tendency to establish trust via prediction process. This fact 

was relevant to the proposition that Feminine societies are more likely to promote prediction-

based trust (Doney et al., 1998).  

Specifically, 94.03% of Swedes felt safe to share accommodation (Figure 8) with the person 

whom they already had positive experiences in sharing activities, while 87.02% of Vietnamese 

held (strongly) agreed opinion on that. Moreover, when being asked opinion about “I trust the 

person whom I share with based upon his/ her past actions of sharing”, the majority of Swedish 

people (82.08%) and of Vietnamese (77.01%) gave (strongly) agreed views.  
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Figure 8: Prediction-based trust in the context of sharing Accommodation (Authors’ graph, 2018) 

 

The same pattern was demonstrated in the other two sharing contexts: private transportation 

(Figure 9) and tangible goods (Figure 10). 91.69% of Swedes and 87.53% of Vietnamese 

(strongly) agreed that prior positive experiences of sharing made them confident to join in 

sharing private transportation. While the less levels of agreement was seen in the context of 

sharing tangible goods: 87.53% of answers from Swedes and 76.84% of responses from 

Vietnam. Also, within the context of sharing private transportation, 76.10% of Swedes and 

74.03% of Vietnamese (strongly) agreed on building trust through the target’s past actions. 

Whereas this statement was (strongly) agreed by 71.17% of Swedes and 68.45% of Vietnamese 

in the context of sharing tangible goods. 

   

 
Figure 9: Prediction-based trust in the context of sharing Private Transportation (Authors’ graph, 2018) 
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Figure 10: Prediction-based trust in the context of sharing Tangible Goods (Authors’ graph, 2018) 

6.2.3 Transference-based trust in the form of Benevolence  

As discussed earlier, motivation of doing good towards a relationship, especially with the 

absence of opportunistic behavior, is the key to develop trust via transference in the form of 

benevolence. In this process, emotional interactions or bond between individuals, and mutual 

understanding are included so that each individual can definitely act for the other  (Hsu et al., 

2007; Lander et al., 2004). Relatively high levels of agreement displayed in all three sharing 

contexts and in both target countries provided the support to these above statements. (See figure 

11, 12, and 13) 

 

To be more detailed, the majority of Swedes and of Vietnameses (strongly) agreed that they felt 

safe to share accommodation (respectively 79.22% and 76.08%), private transportation (73.77% 

and 64.38%), and tangible goods (70.13% and 61.07%) with someone whom they have mutual 

understandings. In addition, when they were asked opinion about “I feel safer to share with the 

person who will respond constructively if I have my own problems”, most of Swedes and 

Vietnameses held (strongly) agreed views in the contexts of sharing accommodation 

(respectively 68.31% and 74.05%), private transportation (62.34% and 66.16%), and tangible 

goods (61.30% and 60.31%). Also, one of Vietnameses commented that “Constructive response 

can provide good impression” (female, 22 - 29 years old). 

 

Furthermore, in both specific countries, a higher degree of agreement was shown when 

respondents were asked opinion about sharing tangible assets with the person who is within their 

network. Specifically, a large number of Swedes and Vietnameses (strongly) agreed on that 

statement within the three sharing contexts: accommodation (respectively 86.49% and 74.30%), 

private transportation (83.90% and 67.94%), and tangible goods (82.86% and 64.12%). 

Moreover, one comment from Swedish respondent stated that “Of course, the more I know the 

person the better” (male, 48-53 years old).                 
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Figure 11: Transference-based trust (Benevolence) in the context of sharing Accommodation  

(Authors’ graph, 2018) 

 

 
Figure 12: Transference-based trust (Benevolence) in the context of sharing Private Transportation  

(Authors’ graph, 2018) 
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Figure 13: Transference-based trust (Benevolence) in the context of sharing Tangible Goods  

(Authors’ graph, 2018) 

6.2.4 Transference-based Trust in the form of Institution  

Trust, which is evolved through transference process in the form of institution, involves proof 

sources of trustworthiness of people and organizations (McKnight et al., 2002; Nooteboom, 

1996, 2002). Proof sources, which are relevant to the context of sharing economy, including 

peer’s recommendations (Kamal & Chen, 2016), review-rating system (World Economic Forum, 

2017), third party recognition (Wakefield & Whitten, 2006), and individual’s online profile 

(Kamal & Chen, 2016). In fact, compared to Vietnamese responses, Swedish ones showed higher 

levels of agreement when being asked opinions towards these proof sources and faith in others in 

all three sharing contexts. This fact may support Doney et al.’s (1998) proposition, stating that 

Feminine and low Power Distance cultures (such as Sweden) facilitates the transfer of trust 

between individuals with more ease.  

 

Specifically, the number of respondents who held (strongly) agreed opinions about determining 

trust through others’ recommendations were almost double in Sweden compared to those in 

Vietnam within the three contexts of sharing: accommodation (81.56% as opposed to 45.80%, 

see figure 14), private transportation (78.70% as opposed to 44.53%, see figure 15), and tangible 

goods (76.10% as opposed to 40.71%, see figure 16). A similar pattern was seen when 

respondents were asked opinion about “I trust the person who shares with me based upon others' 

reviews”. The majority of Swedes (strongly) agreed on that statement in the following sharing 

contexts: accommodation (74.55%, see figure 14), private transportation (70.65%, see figure 15), 
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and tangible goods (66.75%, see figure 16). Whereas only 46.82 %, 45.29%, and 40.20% of 

Vietnamese (strongly) agreed on that statement in all three sharing contexts respectively. 

 

Regarding trusted third-party recognition, most of Swedes and Vietnamese (strongly) agreed that 

this sort of proof source provided them trustworthiness towards the target within all three 

contexts of sharing: accommodation (62.34% and 52.93%, see figure 14), private transportation 

(60.78% and 53.94%, see figure 15), and tangible goods (57.92% and 47.84%, see figure 16). In 

addition, when respondents were asked opinions about individual’s online profile, there were 

lower and relative similar levels of agreement among them in the two target countries. A number 

of Swedes and Vietnamese holding (strongly) agreed views were 49.87% and 46.56% in sharing 

accommodation (see figure 14), 47.01% and 46.56% in sharing private transportation (ses figure 

15), 46.75% and 41.48% in sharing tangible goods (see figure 16). 

 

 
Figure 14: Transference-based trust (Institution) in the context of sharing Accommodation  

(Authors’ graph, 2018) 
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Figure 15: Transference-based trust (Institution) in the context of sharing Private Transportation  

(Authors’ graph, 2018) 

 

 
Figure 16: Transference-based trust (Institution) in the context of sharing Tangible Goods  

(Authors’ graph, 2018) 
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6.3 Application of conceptual model 

In this part, the authors test the application of the conceptual model and hypotheses that were 

introduced early. The hypotheses of this research were examined in the three different contexts 

of sharing tangible assets: Accommodation, Private transportation, and Tangible goods (personal 

physical objects such as: electronic equipment, tools, clothes, vacation gear, etc.). Within each 

context, the overall result and the country-specific outcomes are explained and compared.  

6.3.1 In the context of sharing Accommodation  

 

H1a: Calculation-based trust is positively associated with the willingness to participate in 

sharing economy. 

 

Overall, there was a significant positive correlation between the calculation-based trust and the 

willingness to participate in sharing economy (rs = .201**) even though it showed a weak positive 

relationship. In the case of Sweden, a weak positive correlation (rs = .205**) was found at the 

significant level of less than 0.01, two tailed. The similar pattern was drawn in the case of 

Vietnam (rs = .221**). Therefore, the authors rejected the null hypothesis which states that those 

two factors are not related in the both cases of the countries. In other words, the hypothesis H1a 

was supported in the all three cases (see Table 4). 

 

 
Table 4 : Correlation between calculation-based trust and willingness to participate in sharing economy (Authors’ 

table, 2018) 

 

H1b: The higher the degree of Individualism in the society, the stronger the correlation between 

the calculation-based trust and the willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

H1c: The higher the degree of Masculinity in the society, the stronger the correlation between 

calculation-based trust and willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

H1d: The higher the degree of Power Distance in the society, the stronger the correlation 

between calculation-based trust and willingness to join participate in sharing economy. 
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There was no significant difference found between the correlation coefficient of .205 for the case 

of Sweden and of .221 for the case of Vietnam (z = 0.23, p-value ≈ 0.818 > .050, two-tailed). 

Thus, the authors fail to reject the null hypothesis which states that there is no significant 

difference between the strength of correlation coefficients for the cases of each mentioned 

countries. Hypotheses H1b, H1c, and H1d were rejected.  

 

H2a: Prediction-based trust is positively associated with the willingness to participate in sharing 

economy. 

 

The calculation of the correlation between the prediction-based trust and the willingness to 

participate in sharing economy revealed that there was no significant relationships found 

between the two factors in the overall both countries (rs = .051) as well as in the case of Sweden 

(rs = .009) and of Vietnam (rs = .090). The null hypothesis, therefore, was failed to be rejected in 

overall and in the two specific countries. In other words, the hypothesis H2a was rejected in all 

three cases (see Table 5). 

 

 
Table 5 : Correlation between prediction-based trust and willingness to participate in sharing economy (Authors’ 

table, 2018) 

 

H2b: The higher the degree of Collectivism in society, the stronger the correlation between the 

prediction-based trust and the willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

H2c: The higher the degree of Feminine in society, the stronger the correlation between the 

prediction-based trust and the willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

H2d: The higher the degree of Power Distance in society, the stronger the correlation between 

the prediction-based trust and the willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

 

The cultural differences between Sweden and Vietnam were significantly shown. Particularly, 

Sweden is considered as having higher level of individualism, but Vietnam obtains higher degree 

of power distance and of masculinity (71 as opposed to 20, 31 as opposed to 70, and 5 as 

opposed to 40 respectively) (Figure 2). By contrast, no significant difference was observed 

between the correlation coefficient of .009 for the case of Sweden and of .090 for the case of 

Vietnam (z = 1.13, p-value ≈ .258 > .050, two-tailed). In that case, the authors fail to reject the 

null hypothesis. The hypotheses H2b, H2c, and H2d were rejected. 
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H3a: Transference-based trust in the form of benevolence is positively associated with the 

willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

 

In the context of sharing accommodation, a very weak positive correlation between the 

transference-based trust in the form of benevolence and the willingness to participate in sharing 

economy was shown in the overall two countries (rs = .105**) and in the case of Vietnam (rs = 

.161**). Despite a weak relationship, they are statistically significant. However, it was not the 

case for Sweden where there was no correlation observed (rs = .053). Thus, the authors failed to 

reject the null hypothesis in the case of Sweden, but reject it in overall and in the case of 

Vietnam. In other words, the hypothesis H3a was supported in the overall two countries and in 

the case of Vietnam (see Table 6). 

 

 
Table 6 : Correlation between transference-based trust (benevolence) and willingness to participate in sharing 

economy (Authors’ table, 2018) 

 

H3b: The higher the degree of Collectivism in society, the stronger the correlation between the 

transference-based trust in the form of benevolence and the willingness to participate in sharing 

economy. 

H3c: The higher the degree of Feminine in society, the stronger the correlation between the 

transference-based trust in the form of benevolence and the willingness to participate in sharing 

economy. 

H3d: The lower the degree of Power Distance in society, the stronger the correlation between 

the transference-based trust in the form of benevolence and the willingness to participate in 

sharing economy. 

 

The strength of correlation between the two factors in the two countries cannot be compared 

because the calculation revealed that there was no significant difference between the correlation 

coefficient of .053 for the case of Sweden and of .161 for the case of Vietnam (z = 1.52, p-value 

≈ .128 > .050, two-tailed). The null hypothesis, therefore, failed to be rejected. 

 

H4a: Transference-based trust in the form of institution is positively associated with the 

willingness to participate in sharing economy. 
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A very weak positive correlation between the transference-based trust in the form of institution 

and the willingness to participate in sharing economy was illustrated in overall (rs = .178**) and 

in the case of Sweden (rs = .170**). Similarly, even though there was a weak positive correlation 

between the two factors in the case of Vietnam (rs = .203**), its result was statistically significant. 

Hence, in the overall situation and in the case of each countries, the authors reject the null 

hypothesis. It also means that the hypothesis H4a is supported in overall and in the cases of the 

two specific countries (see Table 7). 

  

 
Table 7 : Correlation between transference-based trust (Institution) and willingness to participate in sharing 

economy (Authors’ table, 2018) 

 

H4b: The higher the degree of Collectivism in the society, the stronger the correlation between 

the transference-based trust in the form of institution and the willingness to participate in 

sharing economy. 

H4c: The higher the degree of Feminine in the society, the stronger the correlation between the 

transference-based trust in the form of institution and the willingness to participate in sharing 

economy. 

H4d: The lower the degree of Power Distance in the society, the stronger correlation between 

the transference-based trust in the form of institution and the willingness to participate in 

sharing economy. 

 

The comparison of the strength of correlation between the transference-based trust in the form of 

institution and the willingness to participate in sharing economy in the two countries was hard to 

be examined. It was because no significant difference was found between the correlation 

coefficient of .170 for the case of Sweden and of .203 for the case of Vietnam (z = 0.47, p-value 

≈ .638 > .050, two-tailed). Thus, the null hypothesis is failed to be rejected. The hypotheses H4b, 

H4c, and H4d were rejected. 

 

Figure 17 gives an overview of the relationship between investigated factors and the willingness 

to participate in sharing economy, particularly in the context of sharing accommodation. The 

graph also highlights the differences among them in the two countries: Sweden and Vietnam. 
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Figure 17: Relationship between the investigated factors and the willingness to participate in sharing 

accommodation in Sweden and Vietnam (Author’s graph, 2018) 

 

6.3.2 In the context of sharing Private Transportation 

 

H1a: Calculation-based trust is positively associated with the willingness to participate in 

sharing economy. 

 

The calculation of correlation between calculation-based trust and willingness to participate in 

sharing economy, particularly in the context of sharing private transportation pointed out that 

there was a very weak positive relationship between the two mentioned factors in the overall two 

countries (rs = .111**) and in the case of Vietnam (rs = .185**). However, no significant 

correlation was found in the case of Sweden (rs = .099). Therefore, the null was rejected in the 

overall and in the case of Vietnam, but failed to be rejected in the case of Sweden. It also means 

that, for the two cases: overall country results and Vietnam, the hypothesis H1a was supported 

(see Table 8).  
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Table 8 : Correlation between calculation-based trust and willingness to participate in sharing economy (Authors’ 

table, 2018) 

 

H1b: The higher the degree of Individualism in the society, the stronger the correlation between 

the calculation-based trust and the willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

H1c: The higher the degree of Masculinity in the society, the stronger the correlation between 

calculation-based trust and willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

H1d: The higher the degree of Power Distance in the society, the stronger the correlation 

between calculation-based trust and willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

 

The significant difference between the correlation coefficient of .099 for the case of Sweden and 

of .185 for the case of Vietnam was not shown (z = 1.22, p-value ≈ .222 > .050, two-tailed). In 

other words, the strength of the correlation between the two investigated factors in the cases of 

each countries was not significantly different regardless the country’s differences in the forms of 

Hofstede’s cultural dimensions such as individualism, power distance, and masculinity. Thus, the 

authors fail to reject the null hypothesis. The hypotheses H1b, H1c, and H1d were rejected. 

 

H2a: Prediction-based trust is positively associated with the willingness to participate in sharing 

economy. 

 

In overall, there was a very weak positive relationship between prediction-based trust and 

willingness to participate in sharing economy, especially within the context of sharing private 

transportation (rs = .094**). Moreover, a weak positive correlation between the two mentioned 

factors was found in the case of Vietnam (rs = .232**). The null hypothesis, therefore, is rejected 

in overall and in the case of Vietnam. By contrast, no significant correlation was illustrated in the 

case of Sweden even though the result of testing revealed a very weak negative relationship 

between the two mentioned factors (rs = -.064). Hence, it is concluded that the null hypothesis is 

failed to be rejected in the case of Sweden, but is rejected in the overall two countries and in the 

case of Vietnam. In other words, the hypothesis H2a was supported in overall and in the case of 

Vietnam (see Table 9). 
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 Table 9 : Correlation between prediction-based trust and willingness to participate in sharing economy (Authors’ 

table, 2018) 

 

H2b: The higher the degree of Collectivist in society, the stronger the correlation between the 

prediction-based trust and the willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

H2c: The higher the degree of Feminine in society, the stronger the correlation between the 

prediction-based trust and the willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

H2d: The higher the degree of Power Distance in society, the stronger the correlation between 

the prediction-based trust and the willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

 

The result of z-score showed that the strength of the correlations between two factors: prediction-

based trust and willingness to participate in sharing economy differed in the two target countries. 

There was significant difference between the correlation coefficient of -.064 for the case of 

Sweden and of .232 for the case of Vietnam (|z| = 4.17 > 1.96, p-value < .050, two-tailed). In 

fact, the value of z had negative, which indicated that the correlation coefficient in the case of 

Sweden was less than the one in the case of Vietnam. Therefore, compared to the case of 

Sweden, the finding showed a stronger relationship between the two investigated factors for the 

case of Vietnam, a society which possesses higher level of collectivist, lower level of feminine, 

and higher level of power distance (see Figure 2 for Hofstede’s cultural dimensions comparison). 

In other words, the hypothesis H2b and H2d were supported, whereas the hypotheses H2c was 

rejected. 

  

H3a: Transference-based trust in the form of benevolence is positively associated with the 

willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

 

The overall result showed that there was a very weak positive relationship between transference-

based trust in the form of benevolence and willingness to participate in sharing economy (rs = 

.143**). Meanwhile, a weak positive correlation between the two investigated factors was 

illustrated in the case of Vietnam (rs = .227**). It is important to note that their relationship were 

very weak or weak but were statistically significant in the two examined situations. On the other 

hand, the case of Sweden explained a non-significant relationship between the two investigated 

factors. Therefore, the authors rejected the null hypothesis in overall two countries and in the 
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case of Vietnam, but failed to reject it in the case of Sweden. It also means that, for the two 

cases: overall country results and Vietnam, the hypothesis H3a was supported (see Table 10). 

 

 

  
Table 10 : Correlation between transference-based trust (benevolence) and willingness to participate in sharing 

economy (Authors’ table, 2018) 

 

H3b: The higher the degree of Collectivist in society, the stronger the correlation between the 

transference-based trust in the form of benevolence and the willingness to participate in sharing 

economy. 

H3c: The higher the degree of Feminine in society, the stronger the correlation between the 

transference-based trust in the form of benevolence and the willingness to participate in sharing 

economy. 

H3d: The lower the degree of Power Distance in society, the stronger the correlation between 

the transference-based trust in the form of benevolence and the willingness to participate in 

sharing economy. 

 

The difference between the correlation coefficient of .040 for the case of Sweden and of .227 for 

the case of Vietnam was significant at the p-value of .008, two-tailed (< .050), absolute z-score 

of 2.65 (> 1.96). However, the z-score value showed a negative sign, which demonstrated the 

greater value of correlation coefficient in the case of Vietnam than in the case of Sweden. Thus, 

as opposed to the case of Sweden, the finding explained a stronger relationship between the two 

investigated factors for the case of Vietnam, a society which possesses higher level of 

collectivist, lower level of feminine, and higher level of power distance (see Figure 2 for 

Hofstede’s cultural dimensions’ comparison). In other words, the hypothesis H3b was supported, 

whereas the hypotheses H3c and H2d were rejected. 

  

H4a: Transference-based trust in the form of institution is positively associated with the 

willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

 

There was a weak positive relationship between two factors namely transference-based trust in 

the form of institution and willingness to participate in sharing economy, particularly within the 

context of sharing private transportation, for the case of overall country results (rs = .312**), and 
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of Vietnam (rs = .361**). Also, a very weak positive correlation was found for the case of Sweden 

(rs = .184**). In those cases, the authors failed to reject the null hypothesis, meaning that the two 

investigated factors were positively correlated. In other words, H4a was supported in all three 

cases (see Table 11). 

 
Table 11 : Correlation between transference-based trust (institution) and willingness to participate in sharing 

economy (Authors’ table, 2018) 

 

 

H4b: The higher the degree of Collectivist in the society, the stronger the correlation between 

the transference-based trust in the form of institution and the willingness to participate in 

sharing economy. 

H4c: The higher the degree of Feminine in the society, the stronger the correlation between the 

transference-based trust in the form of institution and the willingness to participate in sharing 

economy.  

H4d: The lower the degree of Power Distance in the society, the stronger correlation between 

the transference-based trust in the form of institution and the willingness to participate in 

sharing economy.  

 

There was a significant difference between the correlation coefficient of .184 for the case of 

Sweden and of. 361 for the case of Vietnam (|z| = 2.67 > 1.96, p-value ≈ .0076 < .050, two-

tailed). In fact, the z-value was negative, meaning that the value of correlation coefficient was 

higher for the case of Vietnam than of Sweden. Hence, as opposed to the case of Sweden, the 

result showed a stronger relationship between the two investigated factors for the case of 

Vietnam, a society which possesses higher level of collectivist, lower level of feminine, and 

higher level of power distance (see Figure 2 for Hofstede’s cultural dimensions’ comparison). It 

means that the hypothesis H4b was supported, whereas the hypotheses H4c and H4d were 

rejected. 

  

An overview of the relationship between investigated factors and the willingness to participate in 

sharing economy, particularly in the context of sharing private transportation, was provided in 

figure 18. The graph also demonstrated the differences among them in the two countries: Sweden 

and Vietnam. Combining with the elements of national culture of Sweden and Vietnam, the 
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investigated factors which had the significant differences, in terms of correlation coefficients 

with the participation intention, were drawn in the graph.   

 

                                          
Figure 18: Relationship between the investigated factors and the willingness to participate in sharing private 

transportation in Sweden and Vietnam (Author’s graph, 2018) 

 

6.3.3 In the context of sharing Tangible Goods (personal physical objects such as: electronic 

equipment, tools, clothes, vacation gear, and so on)  

 

H1a: Calculation-based trust is positively associated with the willingness to participate in 

sharing economy. 

 

There was a very weak positive relationship between calculation-based trust and willingness to 

participate in sharing economy in overall the two countries (rs = .121**). Also a weak correlation 

between the two investigated factors was shown in the case of Vietnam (rs = .224**). However, 

no significant correlation was found in the case of Sweden (rs = .080), meaning that the null 

hypothesis was failed to be rejected in this case. Whereas, the null hypothesis was rejected or the 

hypothesis H1a was supported in the overall and in the case of Vietnam (see Table 12). 
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Table 12 : Correlation between calculation-based trust and willingness to participate in sharing economy (Authors’ 

table, 2018) 

 

H1b: The higher the degree of Individualism in the society, the stronger the correlation between 

the calculation-based trust and the willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

H1c: The higher the degree of Masculinity in the society, the stronger the correlation between 

calculation-based trust and willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

H1d: The higher the degree of Power Distance in the society, the stronger the correlation 

between calculation-based trust and willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

 

The value of z showed that the strength of correlation between the correlation coefficient of .080 

for the case of Sweden and of .224 for the case of Vietnam was significant different (|z| = 2.05, 

p-value ≈ .040 < .050 (two-tailed). Moreover, a negative z-score indicated that a greater value of 

correlation coefficient or a stronger relationship between the two examined factors was shown in 

the case of Vietnam than in the case of Sweden. It also clearly implied that the society which 

possesses a lower degree of individualism, a higher degree of masculinity, and a higher degree of 

power distance, illustrated a stronger association between calculation-based trust and willingness 

to participate in sharing economy. Thus, the hypothesis H1b was rejected, whereas the 

hypotheses H1c and H1d were supported. 

 

H2a: Prediction-based trust is positively associated with the willingness to participate in sharing 

economy. 

 

A negative correlation between prediction-based trust and willingness to participate in sharing 

economy was very weak and yet not significant in the overall country results (rs = -.038), in the 

case of Sweden (rs = -.097), and in the case of Vietnam (rs = -.015). The null hypothesis, 

therefore, was failed to be rejected in all the three cases. It means that the hypothesis H2a was 

rejected in overall and in the two specific countries (see Table 13).  
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Table 13 : Correlation between prediction-based trust and willingness to participate in sharing economy (Authors’ 

table, 2018) 

 

H2b: The higher the degree of Collectivist in society, the stronger the correlation between the 

prediction-based trust and the willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

H2c: The higher the degree of Feminine in society, the stronger the correlation between the 

prediction-based trust and the willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

H2d: The higher the degree of Power Distance in society, the stronger the correlation between 

the prediction-based trust and the willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

 

There was no significant difference found between the correlation coefficient of -.097 for the 

case of Sweden and of -.015 for the case of Vietnam (|z| = 1.14, p-value ≈ .254 > .050, two-

tailed). The result also implied that the strength of the correlation between the two investigated 

factors in the cases of each countries was not significant different regardless the country’s 

differences in the forms of Hofstede’s cultural dimensions such as individualism, power distance, 

and masculinity. Thus, the authors failed to reject the null hypothesis. Also the hypotheses H2b, 

H2c, and H2d were rejected. 

  

H3a: Transference-based trust in the form of benevolence is positively associated with the 

willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

 

The findings revealed that the correlation between two factors: transference-based trust in the 

form of benevolence and willingness to participate in sharing economy was not statistically 

significant in all the three cases: overall two countries (rs = .050), Sweden (rs = .009), and 

Vietnam (rs
 = .024). It means that the authors failed to reject the null hypothesis in all the three 

cases. Or the hypothesis H3a was rejected in all three cases (see Table 14).  
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Table 14 : Correlation between transference-based trust (benevolence) and willingness to participate in sharing 

economy (Authors’ table, 2018) 

 

H3b: The higher the degree of Collectivist in society, the stronger the correlation between the 

transference-based trust in the form of benevolence and the willingness to participate in sharing 

economy. 

H3c: The higher the degree of Feminine in society, the stronger the correlation between the 

transference-based trust in the form of benevolence and the willingness to participate in sharing 

economy. 

H3d: The lower the degree of Power Distance in society, the stronger the correlation between 

the transference-based trust in the form of benevolence and the willingness to participate in 

sharing economy. 

 

The significant difference between the correlation coefficient of .009 for the case of Sweden and 

of .024 for the case of Vietnam was not shown (|z| = 0.21, p-value ≈ .833 > .050, two-tailed). It 

indicated that the strength of the correlation between the two investigated factors in the cases of 

each countries was not significant different regardless the country’s differences in the forms of 

Hofstede’s cultural dimensions such as individualism, power distance, and masculinity. Thus, the 

null hypothesis was failed to be rejected. It also means that the hypotheses H3b, H3c, and H3d 

were rejected. 

  

H4a: Transference-based trust in the form of institution is positively associated with the 

willingness to participate in sharing economy. 

 

A very weak positive relationship between transference-based trust in the form of institution and 

willingness to participate in sharing economy was illustrated in overall the two countries (rs = 

.198**). Also there was a weak correlation between the two investigated factors in the case of 

Vietnam (rs = .221**). By contrast, no significant correlation was found in the case of Sweden (rs 

= .083), which implied that the null hypothesis was failed to be rejected in this case. Meanwhile, 

the null hypothesis was rejected or the hypothesis H4a was supported in the overall and in the 

case of Vietnam (see Table 15). 
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Table 15 : Correlation between transference-based trust (institution) and willingness to participate in sharing 

economy (Authors’ table, 2018) 

 

 

H4b: The higher the degree of Collectivist in the society, the stronger the correlation between 

the transference-based trust in the form of institution and the willingness to participate in 

sharing economy. 

H4c: The higher the degree of Feminine in the society, the stronger the correlation between the 

transference-based trust in the form of institution and the willingness to participate in sharing 

economy.  

H4d: The lower the degree of Power Distance in the society, the stronger correlation between 

the transference-based trust in the form of institution and the willingness to participate in 

sharing economy. 

 

The observed z-score (|z| = 1.97 > 1.96) showed that there was a significant difference between 

the correlation coefficient of .083 for the case of Sweden and of. 221 for the case of Vietnam (p-

value ≈ .048 < .050, two-tailed). Furthermore, the z-value was negative, implying that the value 

of correlation coefficient between the two investigated factors was greater for the case of 

Vietnam than of Sweden. Thus, compared to the case of Sweden, the result illustrated a stronger 

relationship between the two investigated factors for the case of Vietnam, a society which 

possesses higher level of collectivist, lower level of feminine, and  higher level of power distance 

(see Figure 2 for Hofstede’s cultural dimensions comparison). It means that the hypothesis H4b 

was supported, whereas the hypotheses H4c and H4d were rejected. However, this comparison 

should be critically reviewed since the observed z-score was not greatly higher than the critical 

value of z (1.97 as opposed to 1.96).  

  

An overview of the relationship between investigated factors and the willingness to participate in 

sharing economy, particularly in the context of sharing tangible goods, was shown in figure 19. 

The graph also highlighted the differences among them in the two countries: Sweden and 

Vietnam. Combining with the elements of national culture of Sweden and Vietnam, the 

investigated factors which had the significant differences, in terms of correlation coefficients 

with the willingness to participate in sharing economy, were drawn in the graph.   
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Figure 19: Relationship between the investigated factors and the willingness to participate in sharing tangible goods 

in Sweden and Vietnam (Author’s graph, 2018) 

 

7. Conclusions 

In order to answer the research question: “Combining with elements of national culture, how do 

the four trust-building processes namely: Calculation, Prediction, Transference in the form of 

Benevolence, and Transference in the form of Institution, correlate with the willingness to 

participate in sharing economy in Sweden and Vietnam, particularly in the following contexts of 

sharing tangible assets?”, key points of each contexts of sharing are presented separately. 

 

In the first context of sharing economy: Accommodation. It was showed that the process of 

building trust via calculation was positively correlated to the willingness to participate in sharing 

economy even though their relationship was similarly weak in all two countries: Sweden and 

Vietnam. A quite similar pattern was observed when investigating the correlation of 

transference-based trust in the form of institution and participation intention in sharing economy. 

In that case, Sweden illustrated a very weak relationship, and Vietnam showed a weak one. By 

contrast, no significant correlation was found between trust-building through the prediction 

process and the willingness to participate in sharing economy in the two target countries. The 

finding also demonstrated a very weak positive association between the process of building trust 

via transference, particularly in the form of benevolence, and the willingness to participate in 
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sharing economy for the case of Vietnam. Whereas the relationship between the two above 

factors was yet not significant in the case of Sweden. In addition, when combining the three 

elements of national culture namely Individualism/Collectivism, Masculinity/Feminine, and 

Power distance in order to compare the strength of correlation coefficients in the two target 

societies, the results showed no significant differences among them. In other words, there were 

no significant relationships between the cultural differences and the strength of correlation 

coefficients among the investigated factors in the context of sharing accommodation. 

 

Within the context of sharing private transportation, there were no significant correlations 

observed between each of the examined trust-building processes (Calculation, Prediction, and 

Transference in the form of benevolence) and the willingness to participate in sharing economy 

in Sweden. Whereas their relationships were very weak, weak, and weak positive respectively, 

but statistically significant in the case of Vietnam. However, the result of correlation between 

prediction-based trust and intention to join in sharing economy in Sweden should be critically 

viewed since it showed a negative sign. In both target countries, a higher level of correlation with 

the participation intention in sharing economy was found in the process of building trust via 

transference in the form of institution, compared to the three other trust-building processes. 

Sweden showed a very weak positive relationship, and Vietnam had a weak positive one.  

Taking Hofstede’s cultural dimensions into consideration, the finding provided that there were 

statistically significant differences of the strength of correlation coefficients among the examined 

factors in the two different societies. Specifically, Vietnam, the society with the higher level of 

collectivism, showed stronger correlations with the participation intention in sharing economy in 

the following trust-building processes: prediction, transference in the forms of benevolence and 

institution. By contrast, Sweden, the society possessing the lower level of power distance as well 

as feminine, displayed weaker relationships between the willingness to join the act of sharing 

and the processes of building trust through transference in the forms of benevolence and 

institution. In addition, within the society where the higher level of power distance exhibits, a 

stronger correlation between the willingness to join in sharing economy and the process of 

establishing trust via prediction was presented. Vietnam was that case. Regarding the trust-

building process via calculation, there was no significant difference in the strength of 

correlations between this factor and the participation intention in sharing economy in both cases 

of Sweden and Vietnam. 

 

In the context of sharing tangible goods, there were no significant correlations between the 

willingness to join in sharing economy and the four processes of building trust: calculation, 

prediction, and transference in the forms of benevolence and institution in the case of Sweden. 

Similarly, for the prediction-based trust and the transference-based trust in the form of 

benevolence, no significant correlations between these factors and the willingness to participate 

in the act of sharing were shown in the case of Vietnam. But the weak positive relationships were 

presented between the willingness to share and the calculation-based trust, and the transference-
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based trust in the form of institution in the case of Vietnam. In all the two countries, even though 

the correlation between the willingness to share and prediction-based trust was not statistically 

significant. It should be critically viewed however, since it was a negative one. 

In order to compare the strength of correlation coefficients among the investigated factors in both 

countries, Sweden and Vietnam, when combining the country’s culture differences, the results 

just illustrated the significant differences between the calculation-based trust, transference-based 

trust in the form of institution, and the willingness to join in sharing economy. Specifically, 

Vietnam, the society that exhibits the higher degree of power distance and masculinity, presented 

the stronger correlations between the two factors: the willingness to share and trust-building 

through calculation process. The finding also showed that the country which obtains higher level 

of individualism did not explained a stronger correlation between the willingness to share and the 

calculative trust. And Sweden was that case. For the correlation between the willingness to 

participate in sharing economy and the transference-based trust in the form of institution, the 

country which possesses collectivism culture, higher level of power distance and lower degree of 

feminine, demonstrated a stronger relationship. However, the comparison made for the 

transference-based trust in the form of institution should be critically reviewed since the 

observed calculation was not greatly higher than the critical value. 

 

It is also interesting to see that among the four examined trust-building processes, calculation 

process had the highest level of correlation with the willingness to participate in sharing 

accommodation in both target countries. Within the context of sharing tangible goods, the 

process of building trust via calculation also showed the highest value of correlation coefficient, 

but just in the case of Vietnam. Whereas transference-based trust in the form of institution had 

the highest score of correlation coefficient in the context of sharing private transportation. 

Furthermore, prediction-based trust only showed its correlation to participation intention in 

sharing private transportation, but not in the two other contexts.    

 

In order to answer the research question: What are the influential factors that hinder people's 

interest and willingness to participate in the acts of sharing tangible assets in the two countries 

in the following groups? People have both awareness and usage experience in sharing economy, 

People have awareness but no usage experience in sharing economy and people have no 

awareness and no usage experience in sharing economy key points of each certain groups are 

presented separately.  

 

First, in the category of people that have both awareness and usage experience of sharing 

activities, four influential factors that hinder people’s interest and willingness to share tangible 

assets could be found. A significant disbelief that people would take care of the goods they were 

shared with could be found among Vietnamese in all three contexts and among Swedes in the 

context of tangible goods. Furthermore, a barrier of disbelief and uncertainty to get 

compensation if goods were broken, damaged, or returned late have been established within this 
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category in all three contexts in Sweden and in the context of private transportation in Vietnam. 

Another barrier in Vietnam, was the starting up processes to share accomodation which was 

considered complicated. In addition, in the context of tangible goods in Sweden, people were 

found to feel that social contact with others was not a positive aspect of sharing, hence social 

contact may, in this case, compose as a barrier when in other contexts can be viewed as a 

motivation for sharing.  

 

Secondly, in the category of people that have only awareness and no usage experience of sharing 

activities, there are four influential factors that hinder people's interest and willingness to share 

tangible assets. A barrier of disbelief and uncertainty to get compensation if goods were broken, 

damaged, or returned late have been established within this category in the context of private 

transportation in Vietnam. Furthermore, disbelief that people would take care of the goods 

shared with them was found to a large extent among Vietnamese in all contexts, as well as 

among Swedes but not to the same extent. A perceived idea that the start of the sharing process is 

complicated could be established in all three contexts in Vietnam and in the context of 

accomodation in Sweden. In addition, the idea that starting to share tangible goods is time 

consuming was found to a large extent among Vietnamese respondents.  

 

Finally, in the category of people that have neither awareness nor usage experience of sharing 

activities, the authors of this study have no answers to what are the influencing factors that 

hinder people's interest and willingness to share. This due to lack of respondents belonging to 

this category and therefore a great limitation of the gathered data with low reliability and lacking 

coherence. 

 

In addition, this research have found that the two main reasons to join sharing activities are 

monetary in form of shared costs, and environment and sustainability in the context of sharing 

accommodation, private transportation and tangible goods in both countries expect for the 

context of tangible goods in Vietnam, where the two main reasons to share are infrequent use 

and shared cost. It can be suggested that the respondents in Sweden and Vietnam have a 

motivation to spend less through sharing costs, but might not be motivated as strongly to actually 

earn money through their sharing activities. Environment and sustainability as a dominant reason 

to share have been considered by previous researchers as a low motivation and should therefore 

be considered as a significant finding specific to the context of country and act of sharing.  

Furthermore, it was found that among that people, in Sweden and Vietnam, with both awareness 

and usage experience are more open towards the idea of sharing specifically accommodation and 

with a significantly less openness towards private transportation and tangible goods.  
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8. Limitations 

This research has been conducted in Sweden and Vietnam and the results cannot therefore 

automatically be said to be valid for other countries due to social and cultural differences. In 

addition, this study mainly focused on the three contexts of sharing (accommodation, private 

transportation, and tangible goods), which means that the results may not be applicable to other 

sharing contexts and not be generated for the whole field of sharing economy.  

 

This research was conducted with a self-administrated questionnaire that was internet-mediated 

and distributed through various social media channels and platforms. Therefore, the diversity and 

width of the respondents could not be structured and controlled in a manner that would ensure 

equal respondents and distribution among gender, age, knowledge, and experience of sharing 

activities. The result is a higher participation of women and among people between the age of 18 

-  42. Furthermore, the was a large minority of participants with neither awerness nor usage 

experience of sharing activities and therefore they were excluded from the analysis of 

categorized data. Hence, that part of this research is limited to people with both awareness and 

experience as well as people with only awareness of sharing activities. In addition, due to the 

time constraints, two groups of people who have both knowledge and usage experience, and of 

who have knowledge but no usage experience in sharing economy were not categorized in 

testing of conceptual model and hypotheses. It would provide with more in-depth results if these 

two groups of people are analyzed in the conceptual model. This limitation can pave the way for 

further researches.  

9. Suggestions for further research 

Recommendations of future research would be to further investigate this specific field of sharing 

economy due to its lack of previous research and great need of further understanding. The 

authors would also suggest to conduct similar study but with a larger sampling size and smaller 

margin of error in order to increase validity, reliability in order to verify the findings of this 

research. Reproducing this research in other countries should say something about the general 

validity of our findings. In addition, a larger equality in gender and age among respondents 

would be encouraged so that further research among generations and sexes could be conducted 

and new dimensions to motivations and barriers in sharing attitudes could be discovered.  

 

Another consideration that should be taken into account is to study with specific focus on the 

ones sharing their goods and comparing with those whom with them in order to gain insights if 

the motivational factors to share and trust are the same of whether they differ. This would 

provide important knowledge to be integrated in the digital user experience industry.  
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It would also be interesting to further investigate people's openness towards sharing and to 

investigate on a deeper level through a qualitative approach in order to gain new insights. 

Furthermore, the authors would strongly encourage to strive to reach respondents with neither 

awerness nor experience of sharing activities due their absence in the part of categorized analysis 

and conclusion. This group holds significant interest with their lacking awareness and experience 

as a potential development group for sharing activities if approached in the correct manner for 

this group.  
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Appendix 1. Online questionnaire 
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Appendix 2. Factor Analysis 

Factor Analysis of items in the context of sharing Accommodation 
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Factor Analysis of items in the context of sharing Private Transportation 
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Factor Analysis of items in the context of sharing Private Transportation 
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Appendix 3. Reliability Analysis 

Section 1: The context of sharing Accommodation 

 

Factors Old 

Cronbach’s 

Alpha 

New 

Cronbach’s 

Alpha 

Item removed 

Prediction-based 

Trust 

0.828 0.800 ● I rely on the contractual agreements 

while participating in the act of 

sharing accommodation. 

● I can save money by participating in 

the act of sharing accommodation. 

Transference-

based Trust - 

Benevolence 

0.753 0.768 I feel safer to share accommodation 

with someone whom I can freely 

discuss about my personal issues with. 

Transference-

based Trust - 

Institution 

0.827   None 

Calculation-based 

Trust 

0.589   None 

  

Even though the new Cronbach’s Alpha of factor “Prediction-based Trust” was lower than the 

old one (0.800 as opposed to 0.828), the two items “I rely on the contractual agreements while 

participating in the act of sharing accommodation” and “I can save money by participating in 

the act of sharing accommodation” were removed since they did not correctly represent the 

definition of their factor. 

 

By eliminating the item “I feel safer to share accommodation with someone whom I can freely 

discuss about my personal issues with”, the new Cronbach’s Alpha of the factor “Transference-

based Trust – Benevolence” (0.768) is higher than the old one (0.753). In order to increase high 

reliability and to avoid biased validity of its factor when running the correlation tests, that item 

was only used for the overview analysis, but not used for statistical calculation of hypothesis. 
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There are no new Cronbach’s Alpha for the following factors: “Calculation-based Trust”, 

“Transference-based Trust – Institution”. The reason for the factor “Transference-based Trust – 

Institution” was that this factor is represented by a set of items having rather strong intern-total 

correlations at more than 0.500. Whereas, the factor “Calculation-based Trust” just consists two 

items, which is impossible to remove one of its items for testing. 

Section 2: The context of sharing Private Transportation 

 

Factors Old 

Cronbach’s 

Alpha 

1st New 

Cronbach’s 

Alpha 

2nd New 

Cronbach’s 

Alpha 

Item removed 

Prediction-based 

Trust 

0.793 0.776 0.780 ● I rely on the 

contractual 

agreements while 

participating in the 

act of sharing 

private 

transportation. 

● I feel safer to share 

private 

transportation with 

the person who is 

within my network. 

● I trust the person 

whom I share 

private 

transportation with 

based upon his/ her 

past actions of 

sharing. 

Transference-

based Trust - 

Benevolence 

0.679 0.744   I feel safer to share 

private transportation 

with someone whom I 

can freely discuss about 

my personal issues 

with. 
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Transference-

based Trust - 

Institution 

0.831     None 

Calculation-

based Trust 

0.580     None 

  

Even though the 1st new Cronbach’s Alpha of factor “Prediction-based Trust” was lower than 

the old one (0.776 as opposed to 0.793), the two items “I rely on the contractual agreements 

while participating in the act of sharing private transportation” and “I feel safer to share private 

transportation with the person who is within my network” were removed since they did not 

correctly represent the definition of their factor. After that, the item “I trust the person whom I 

share private transportation with based upon his/ her past actions of sharing” was also 

eliminated because it showed a weak item-total correlation at 0.461 (< 0.500), which resulted in 

an increased level of 2nd new Cronbach’s Alpha at 0.780 compared to at 0.776. 

By withdrawing the item “I feel safer to share private transportation with someone whom I can 

freely discuss about my personal issues with”, the new Cronbach’s Alpha of the factor 

“Transference-based Trust – Benevolence” (0.744) was higher than the old one (0.679). In order 

to increase high reliability and to avoid biased validity of its factor when running the correlation 

tests, that item was only used for the overview analysis, but not used for statistical calculation of 

hypothesis. 

There are no new Cronbach’s Alpha for the following factors: “Calculation-based Trust”, 

“Transference-based Trust – Institution”. The reason for the factor “Transference-based Trust – 

Institution” was that this factor is represented by a set of items having rather strong item-total 

correlations at more than 0.500. Whereas, the factor “Calculation-based Trust” just consists two 

items, which is impossible to remove one of its items for testing. 

  

Section 3: The context of sharing tangible goods  

(personal physical objects such as: electronic equipment, tools, clothes, vacation gear, and so on) 

 

Factors Old 

Cronbach’s 

Alpha 

New 

Cronbach’s 

Alpha 

Item removed 
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Prediction-based 

Trust 

0.768 0.787 ● I rely on the contractual agreements 

while participating in the act of 

sharing tangible goods. 

● I trust the person whom I share 

tangible goods with based upon his/ 

her past actions of sharing. 

Transference-

based Trust - 

Benevolence 

0.738 0.759 I feel safer to share tangible goods with 

someone whom I can freely discuss 

about my personal issues with. 

Transference-

based Trust - 

Institution 

0.830   None 

Calculation-based 

Trust 

0.562   None 

  

For the factor “Prediction-based Trust”, there were two items removed, which led to the 

increased level of Cronbach’s Alpha (0.768 increased to 0.787). Firstly, the item “I rely on the 

contractual agreements while participating in the act of sharing tangible goods” was eliminated 

since it did not correctly represent the definition of its factor. The second item removed was “I 

trust the person whom I share tangible goods with based upon his/ her past actions of sharing” 

due to its weak item-total correlation at 0.487 (< 0.500). 

Similarly, by withdrawing the item “I feel safer to share tangible goods with someone whom I 

can freely discuss about my personal issues with”, the new Cronbach’s Alpha of the factor 

“Transference-based Trust – Benevolence” (0.759) is higher than the old one (0.738). In order to 

increase high reliability and to avoid biased validity of its factor when running the correlation 

tests, that item was only used for the overview analysis, but not used for statistical calculation of 

hypothesis. 

There are no new Cronbach’s Alpha for the following factors: “Calculation-based Trust”, 

“Transference-based Trust – Institution”. The reason for the factor “Transference-based Trust – 

Institution” was that this factor is represented by a set of items having rather strong item-total 

correlations (> 0.500). Whereas, the factor “Calculation-based Trust” just consists two items, 

which is impossible to remove one of its items for testing. 
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Appendix 4. Sample demographic 
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Appendix 5. Awareness and Experience of the concept of sharing 

economy 
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Willingness and Barriers to participate in sharing economy 
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Items used in the survey 
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